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ABSTRACT
The basics of cam profile design are discussed with
emphasis on mathematical profile types i.e., polynomial versus
trigonometric . Comparisons are made and recommendations on
the applicability of the various profiles with respect to
their dynamic performance are extracted from existing texts.
A literature search was done into specific cam system
dynamic performance. The categories researched were:
a) shock spectrum analysis with return profiles as a forcing
function, b) cam shaft wind up, c) follower stiffness effects,
d) crossover shock and "jump" phenomena, e) drive errors to
the cam, f) manufacturing tolerance effects, g) curve types,
h) return spring surge, and finally, i) the effects of
friction at zero velocity-
A three degree of freedom "lumped parameter" computer
model was written for rise-return cams commonly used as the
drive mechanism for the optics in a xerographic machine. The
model was used to investigate the differences between seventh
order polynomials and cycloidal curves as well as many of the
above listed dynamic phenomena.
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NOMENCLATURE
2
a Acceleration (in/sec )
a_ Deviation of the follower acceleration from
theoretical (in/sec2)
2
A ' Maximum follower acceleration, (in/sec )
B Cam displacement for one error cycle, (in)
C Damping coefficient (lbfTsec)
C Critical damping rate, (lb^-sec)
CF Coefficient of friction
D^ Displacement error, (in)
D(x) (y) Damping coefficient between mass
"x"
and mass
"y"
(lbf-sec)
in
FD1, FD2, Forces, (lbf)
etc.
F Inertial force (lbf)
f Resonant frequency, (H )
Ff Frictional force (lbf)
FDD Frictional force in MIMIC (lbf)
2
g Acceleration of gravity, (in/sec )
H Distance traveled at
"constant"
velocity "scan,
(in)"
2
I Inertia, (lbf-m-sec )
K Spring constant (lbf/in)
K(x)(y) Spring constant between mass
"x"
and mass
"y"
,
(lbf/in)
2
M Mass, (lbf-sec*)
rn
p Preload in spring (lbf)
R Average radius, (in)
r Radius, (in)
VNOMENCLATURE (Continued)
t Time, (sec)
t Return time (sec)
t Scan time (sec)
3
V Volume, (inch )
V Scan velocity, (in/sec)
W Cam angular velocity, (radians/sec.)
X Displacement in "MIMIC" model of mass "y" , (in)
y Follower displacement, (in)
y 1st derivative of follower displacement with
respect to time (in/sec)
i
y 2nd derivative of follower displacement with
respect to time (in/sec)
^ Cam pressure angle, (radians)
TDX 1st derivative of displacement in "MIMIC of mass "y"
0 Cam rotation angle, (radians)
0*
Cam profile deviations, at position "x", (in)
3
p Density, (lbf/in )
INTRODUCTION
The advent of the digital computer greatly facilitated
the use of mathematical equations to describe and analyze
cam profiles. All the basic and advanced curves presented
herein lend themselves to this type of analysis. The
fundamental condition used in deriving a cam profile equation
is that the profile be continuous in its derivatives. For
the specific case of this paper, i.e. rise - return cams with
a controlled rise portion, the derivatives of the cam follower
motion must be equal at the boundary of the rise and return
curves. The cam follower displacement y (inches), velocity
(dy/dt) , acceleration (d2y/dt2) and in some cases jerk
(d3y/dt3) are used, therefore, as the basis to derive a return
profile that minimizes shock, wear, and vibration of the high
speed cam follower system.
Most basic cam curves can be classified into two large
families, polynomial, and trigonometric. The advanced curves
are most always complex forms of either of these two groups.
The first part of this work will deal with comparisons of these
various profiles as taken from existing literature. The latter
part will address many cam system vibration related phenomena
for the specific case of rise - return cams that are not generally
covered in the literature. A "lumped
parameter"
computer model
is used for this purpose.
I. BASIC CAM PROFILE DESIGN AND CURVE CLASSIFICATION
A. POLYNOMIAL PROFILES
The general group of equations known as
"polynomials"
can take almost any form desired by selectively choosing the
number of terms , the power of the terms , and the values
assigned to the coefficients. It is among the most
"flexible"
of curves used for cam profile for this reason. This section
will discuss the polynomial equations used in cam design and
derive the equation for a seventh order polynomial.
The follower displacement y has the form:
y = c
en (1)
where c is a constant, Q is the cam rotation angle, and n is
any real number .
Making the substitution 6 = wt in (1) , where w is the cam
speed in rad. /sec. and t is the time in sec, yields
y = f (t) (2)
that is, y is some function of time.
Within this family of curves are the straight line curve
n = 1.0, the parabolic or constant acceleration curve n = 2.0,
the cubic or constant pulse curve n = 3.0, as well as such curves
as the seventh order polynomial n = 7 which will be discussed
here and modeled later in this work.
The seventh order polynomial has the advantage of
mathematical continuity for all derivatives through d3y/dt3
making it a good choice for a high speed cam system when compared
to most lower order polynomials .
As an example of the derivation of a seventh order
polynomial, the following curves will be used (See Fig. 1, Pg. 4)
These are similar to the equations for a rise - return cam
with a constant velocity rise frequently used as the
mechanism to drive the optics lens and lamps in a scanned
platen xerographic machine. (Refer to Fig. 17 Pg. 49)
As a point of interest, the rise - return cam has a
motion that is ordinarily generated with a four bar linkage
more efficiently than with a cam. The four bar linkage is
capable of producing a relatively short section of constant
velocity output while requiring a significantly long period of
time to return the mechanism to the start of the cycle [47^]
requirements of a xerographic machine are in direct
opposition to this cycle. In order to minimize the speed of
the imaging process the scan, or constant velocity rise, must
be slow and therefore time consuming. The return of the
mechanism must, however, be rapid to maximize the number of
copies per minute that the machine is able to produce. For
this reason a cam is used to produce the desired motion. It
is not known by this author how wide spread the use of rise -
return cams are in industry; however, little exists in the
literature related to this specific class of cams.
?Numbers in square brackets refer to the numbers of the
reference given in the Bibliography, p. 101.
Figure 1 : Cam Followe r Motion Curves
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The boundary conditions for the seventh order curve in
Figure 1 are:
-^ = 0 at time t = 0 sec. (a.)
dt3
^ = 0 at time t = t (b.)
dt3 r
d2y
dt2
d2y
0 at time t = 0 (c.)
dt
0 at time t = t (d.)
2 r
^ = Vs at time t = 0 (e.)
i? = V at time t = t (f.)dt s r v '
y = 0 at time t = t (g.)
y = H at time t = 0 (h.)
In order to satisfy boundary conditions g. and h. the
displacements of the 7th order polynomial and the straight
line rise curve must be equal at the curve transitions. This
prevents a step in displacement which would result in an
infinite velocity and acceleration, causing vibration.
Boundary conditions e. and f. require that the velocities at
the curve transitions be equal, thus preventing a step in
velocity which is an infinite acceleration. Boundary
conditions c. and d. require that the accelerations be equal
at the curve transitions, thus eliminating a step in
acceleration that would be an instantaneously applied force
resulting in vibration. Finally, boundary conditions a. and
b. specify that the values of ^ (jerk) be equal at the
dtJ
curve transitions eliminating even the possibility of an
instantaneous change in the slope of the acceleration curve.
The first step in the derivation of a seventh order
polynomial is to assume a general form for the equations of
motion that will satisfy the boundary conditions a. - h.
for the return portion of the curves in Figure 1 . These
equations could be written in the form:
3
-J = 5C5t4 + 4C4t3 + 3C3t2 + 2C2t + C, (3)
dt
d v 5 4 3 2
= Cgt + c4t +
c3tJ
+ c2t + Cjt + cQ (4)
dy_
dt
~ ^t6
+ +
^t4
+
^t3
+
cv2
+cQt + c_1 (5)
7
cct .6 .5 .4 0
y =
_L +Z^l + ^_ +^ , Clt3
42 30 20 12 -i-
6
c
t2
+ 0 + c -t + c__ (6)
2
' ^
There are eight unknown constants in equations (3) -(6)
which will be prescribed by equations (a)-(h). Substituting B. C
a.) into equation (3) yields C. =0. Substituting B. C. c.)
into equation (4) yields C_ = 0. Substituting B. C. e.) into
equation (5) yields, C_1 = Vg . Substituting B. C. h.) into
equation (6) gives C_2 = H.
Rewriting equations (3) -(6) at time t = tr where tr
is the return time, and substituting the above values for
Cj, CQ, C_1 , and C_2 gives
5c5tr4
+
4c4tr3
+
3c3tr2
+ 2c2tr = 0 (7)
c5tr5
+ +
C3tr3
+^ = (8)
Cct
6
c.t
5
C0t
4
ct
3
5 r
+
4 r
+
3 r 2 r
= 0
cqt
7
C.t
6
C-.t
5
c,t
4
4r- + -4o^ + t- + 4r- = -vsVH (10)
Equations (7), (8), (9), and (10) are four simultaneous
linear equations with 4 unknowns, C5, C4 , C3, and C2 and can,
therefore, be solved.
A Fortran subroutine called MONSTER was written to solve
equations of the form of (7) - (10) above. The input to this
program are the values of t (return time in seconds) , V
(scan velocity in inches/second) , and H (distance traveled
during constant velocity scan in inches) . MONSTER will solve
simultaneous linear equations to an accuracy of 16 decimal
places, (a double precision solution). The method used for
the solution is a Gauss - Jordon Elimination with the diagonals
used as pivotal elements (41J*
MONSTER is an interactive program that will ask the user
for the values of t , V , and H. The output of MONSTER is the
coefficients of the polynomial equations, a listing of the
equations themselves , and a tabular listing of follower
displacement, velocity, acceleration, and jerk as functions of
time .
*This is a matrix inversion routine that diagonalizes the
matrix. See also {42j
A Fortran listing of the MONSTER program with explanatory
notes, as well as the output for the specific example with
t = .200 sec , V =5.0 inches/sec , and H = 6.0 inches can
be found in Appendix A. This output will be used later in
this work when programming a seventh order cam profile in the
"lumped parameter" cam system model (See Section III) .
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B. TRIGONOMETRIC PROFILES
The "trigonometric" family of curves is the second
broad group of cam profiles that are generally considered
for design. These curves include the Simple Harmonic
Motion (SHM) , which is derived from a cosine acceleration
curve; the Cycloidal, which has a sine acceleration; the
Elliptical, formed from the projection of a semiellipse; and
the Double Harmonic composed of the difference between two
harmonic motions one being one quarter the amplitude and
twice the frequency of the other.
In addition to these trigonometric curves/ there are
combinations of trigonometric and polynomials, trigonometric
straight line functions, and as many other combinations
as the imagination will allow including such profiles that
use ramp, or sub cams, as in polydyne cam design. (34| Many
of these will be addressed later by comparison of their
dynamic characteristics .
The most commonly employed profile of this
trigonometric family, at least for high speed cams, is the
cycloidal profile. In order to derive a cycloidal profile
using the same lens scanning velocity, displacement, and return
time as in the case of the polynomial example, consider the
basic sine acceleration profile given by the following
equation!
11
2-X = K1 SIN (K-t) (11)
dt^ ' Z
Integrating (11) yields,
l =l COS (K2^ +K1K3 <12>
K2
Integrating (12) gives
Y = "K1y
^i)2 SIN (K2t) + K1K3t + K4 (13)
where the K's are constants to be determined from the boundary
conditions. The boundary conditions are the same as those
used for the seventh order polynomial on pg. 5 except that
B.C.'s (a.) and (b.) are not required because ^ cannot equal
dtJ
zero at the beginning and end of a cycloidal curve. (See Table 1
pg- 19).
The solution to this set of equations is rather straight
forward. Furthermore, the accuracy of the constants K. to K.
do not effect the accuracy of the cam profile as easily as
those of the 7th order polynomial previously developed. For
this reason, the solution is done by manual substitution instead
of by computer .
There are six boundary conditions and four unknowns.
Therefore, not all B.C.'s will be used. Any four B.C.'s in
group c. to h. could be used in the solution. The cycloidal
curve, being a sine wave and symetrical at the ends, will
inherently meet the remaining two conditions. For example,
12
if the acceleration is zero to t = t then by symetry the
acceleration at t = 0 is also zero, etc.
Therefore, substituting B.C. (c.) pg. 5 into equation (11)
yields, K.. SIN (K2t ) = 0 from which K2 t =
SIN-1
(0) . Thus
K2tr = 2, or
tc - 2ir
2 tr (14)
Equation (14) is equivalent to stating that the period of
the cycloid is equal to the return time (t ) .
Substituting B.C. (h) pg. 5 into equation (13) yields,
-2 SIN (K2(0))
+ K]_K3(0) + K4 = H
"Kl
or
(K2)
K = H (15)
4
Substituting B.C.(f.) pg. 5 into equation (12) yields,
"Kli COS (K2t2) + K]_K3 = Vs
K2
Using (14) yields,
-K,t 2TTt
__!- COS^ E + KXK3 = Vs
13
or
Thus
-K,t
-~ + K,K, = V
27f 13s
v + K,t
k3= * -Li
2TT (16)
Kl
Substituting B.C. (g.) into equation (13) yields,
_ SIN ,(Kt ) + K,K,t + K. = 02 2 r' 1 3 r 4
"Kl
(K2)
Using (14), (15), and (16) in the above, yields,
~K1 , ,2TTt
2
SIN (t~ r) + Kl <Vs + KlV + H = 0
(27T/trr r
21T
Kl
or
Thus
V t + K,t
5 r JLE = -H
27T
-(H + V t )27T
K, = f-^ (17)
1
(t r
14
Using (17) in equation (16) yields,
, vs
" <H + vstr)2-rr(tr)
K3 "
(t
)2
2H
-(H + V t ) 27T
s r
'
2
(t )
Simplifying the above gives,
K =
-v (t
)2
K3 SS + t (18)
(H + Vstr)
As in the previous example of a polynomial , the values
of t = .2 sec , H = 6.0 inches,. and V =5.0 inches/sec
are chosen. Substituting these values into equations (14) ,
(15), (17), and (18) gives the following values of K to K1 4
K = 1.0995574 x
103
K2 = 3.14159265 x
101
K = 2.72837045 x
10~2
K4 =6.0
The equations of motion for the scan portion of the
cycle are the same for both polynomial and cycloidal examples
These equations are as follows:
15
d2
\ = 0 (19)
=Vs <20>
y = vgt (21)
A short subroutine was written to print out the tabular
d d2
listing of y, -r^, and ^ for the cycloidal profile. A
dt
copy of this program and its output is included in Appendix
B.
Some interesting observations can be made from the
tabular output of the polynomial and cycloidal profiles (see
Tables 7 and 8 in Appendices A and B) . For any given values
of t , V and H, the peak (i.e. maximum) values of follower
displacement (y) , velocity, and acceleration are higher for
the polynomial profile. For the polynomial example
(Appendix A) ,
y (max) = 6.081 inches (22)
?r(max) = 71.56 inches/sec (23)
at
,2
2-Z (max) = 3.4 g's (24)
dt^
16
while for the Cycloidal (Appendix B) ,
y (max) = 6.055 (25)
g^ (max)
= 65.0 inches/sec (26)
d2y (max) = 2.85 g's (27)
dtz
Note also that the derivative of acceleration, i.e. jerk,
is zero at the ends of the polynomial curve but the cycloidal
curve has a finite value here (34543 inches/sec ) . The cam
design must, therefore, tradeoff higher values for all
derivatives of the follower motion to achieve zero jerk (-^)
dtJ
when using seventh order polynomial curves versus cycloidals.
This "tradeoff" results in more space required to move the
cam system and, of course, higher stress in mechanical parts
due to the accelerations involved. Many cam design authorities
doubt the dynamic improvement of higher order polynomials over
the more traditionally used trigonometric functions p35] .
(This area will be further investigated in this work through
the use of a
"lumped"
parameter mathematical model of a cam
drive system) .
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C. COMPARISON OF BASIC CAM PROFILES
In this section, the following curves will be discussed,
and their dynamic characteristics compared.
1.) Straight line curve
2.) Straight line circular arc
3.) Circular arc
4.) Elliptical
5 . ) Simple harmonic motion SHM
6 . ) Double harmonic motion
7.) Cycloidal
8.) 3, 4, 5 polynomial
9.) 4, 5, 6, 7 order polynomial
'
10.) Cubic No 1
11 . ) Parabolic
12.) Trapezoidal
13.) Modified trapezoidal
The equations for these profiles and comments on their applicability
are contained in Tables 1, 2 and 3 on pages 19, 21, and 22.
Table 3 is included as a comparison of the most commonly
used polynomial, trigonometric, and combination type profiles.
It shows how the velocity, acceleration, and pulse (or jerk)
values compare in magnitude, and shape. The values placed on
these quantities are normalized and can be used as multipliers
to estimate the peak values of any curve relative to any other
specific curve. As an example of how this table can be used,
consider the peak accelerations of the cycloidal and polynomial
curves previously developed. (pg. 8 (10) and pg. 11 (13)).
18
d2 d2
From Table 1, ^ (peak) for a polynomial is 7.3, ^Y-
dt dt2
(peak) for the cycloidal is 6.3. Knowing that the peak
seventh order acceleration is 3.4 g's (from Appendix A)
the estimated peak acceleration for a cycloidal curve is:
|-^| (3.4 g's) = 2.9 g's
The actual value listed in Appendix B for a cycloidal
curve is 2.85 g's.
19
Table 1: Comparison of Profiles
20
Tables 2 and 3 are taken from [34j. Table 2 lists the
equations of motion for most "basic" profiles in terms of
cam rotation angle 9 (rad ) . Table 3 gives a verbal
description of the dynamic performance of various profiles
with comments on their limitations as a function of speed.
It's a good "guideline" in the selection of a curve for a cam
design. The column labeled "Cam Size Ratio" is a comparison
of cams with the same maximum pressure angle. Here, the
straight line curve is used as a unit size.
21
Table '2: Characteristic Equations of Basic Curves [_34j
Curves Displacement
V, in-
Velocity
i>, ips
Acceleration
a, in. /sec1
Straight line
0 T 0
ff - [H* - (ft^)]K. u>RJ8
(*#)*
[fl - (ft,9)']W [# - (iS^)2]
Simple harmonic motion
(SHM) K1-003?) Atu . irfl-2T8my ut) cos 0
Double harmonic h2[(l-eoaj)-\(l-co*ir1] h-ru ( . t$ 1 . 20\rr7-2"BT)- 2(t)(co37-cos-f;
Cycloidal h lit 1 . 2tf\
;(.j-23,"tJ TV -"?)
2Au
. 2*0
^ sin
P 0
! *
Parabolic or I a < 0-5 "G7 "p
acceleration i * =r n =5
| 0 *
.[.-, (,-iy] 4/iu/ fl\0 V 0/ 0*
ft
Cubic no. 1 or j. < -5 G7 12Au/y0 w
24Aw/<\
01 W
pulse no. 1 1 sr o k
! 0 ^ '['-('-!)]
i2Aa./ ey
0 V 3/
24Aw/ fl\
0 V 0/
Cubic no. 2 or constant
pulse no. 2 'G7(3 6hud ( e\P \ 0/ ^O-'S
whercA = maximum rise of follower, in.
0 = cam angle of rotation to givo rise A, radians.
<> i cam angular velocity, rad/sec.
6 = cam angle rotation for follower displacement y, radians.
H radius of the circular arc, in.
R = radius of the pitch circle, in.
>
S
co
22
Table 3: Applicability of Profiles [34]
Basic CamSize
Ratio
Follower Motion
Comments SpeedCurves
Velocity Acceleration Application
Straight
line
1 Constant Infinite at ends Large shock or "bump" at ends
of curve
Impractical with dwell
ends
Straight-line
circular
arc
" Less at ends than the
above
Large at ends The shock is less than the above
but is still serious
Low speeds if at all
Circular arc
Elliptical Values depend on major-to-minor axis ratio
Simple
harmonic
motion
(SHM)
1.6 Changes from zero to
maximum (at mid
point) to zero again
Further reduced at ends
zero at midstroke
Further reduction in shock which
is not serious at moderate
speeds. Low translating
follower jamming and small
spring size result
Fair performance at
moderate speeds
Cycloidal 2 Slower at start and stop
than above but greater
at midpoint
Smooth application Best of all simple curves. Low
vibration, stresses, noise, and
wear. High accuracy
needed in fabricating. Low
translating follower jamming
and small spring size result
High speeds
Parabolic or
constant
accelera-
tion
2 Uniform increase to mid-
stroke, then uniform
decrease
Least maximum value of
all. But abrupt appli
cation of acceleration
Beware of backlash at midpoint
(groove cams). This gives
high shock, noise, and wear
Low to moderate speeds
Cubic no. 1 3 Abrupt acceleration at
midpoint
Pressure angle, cam size, and
follower velocity are too large.
Manufacturing accuracy is
difficult to obtain
Low speeds if at all
Cubic no. 2 IH Similar to the simple harmonic motion curve
Double
harmonic
2 Slowest beginning of all Smoothest application of
initial rise
Smooth application of initial
load. Gives low translating
follower jamming and small
spring size. Requires highest
accuracy of all curves. It is
best as a D-R-R-D cam
Moderate to high speed*
23
The first four curves to be regarded as "basic curves"
are not actually recommended even for low speed use (~36 ] -
They were first used in rather "crude" cams where dynamic
considerations and wear were of little consequence. These curves
are: The straight line curve, which as the name implies
is merely a "straight
line"
connection between two dwells,
the "straight line-circular arc" curve is a slight refinement
of the above in that it has an arc tangent to the straight
line at the ends (i.e. the straight line is "radiused into
the dwells) , the circular arc curve" is two circular arcs that
are drawn tangent to the dwells and meet half way through the
stroke at the "transition" point, and the
"elliptical"
curve which is constructed from the projection of a semi-
ellipse (See. Fig. 2). The exact properties of this curve depend,
as might be expected, on the major and minor axis of the ellipse.
Figure 2: Elliptical Return Curve
12 3 4 5
equal divisions of cam
rot at i on angl e ( g>)
9
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Both the straight line and straight line circular arc
curves above have severe accelerations that result in very
high vibratory levels , and poor wear performance, etc . In
addition, the "circular arc" curve usually has poor dynamic
performance and is relatively large in size. The
"elliptical"
cam curve can have [_36J "characteristics that can compare
with the simple harmonic motion curve"; however,
"construction difficulty and large cam size do not justify
its preference over others".
The "simple harmonic motion" (SHM) curve is essentially
a sine wave in velocity and is, therefore, a cosine acceleration
function. (See Table 1). This curve has finite, but not
zero, acceleration at the ends. The SHM curve is regarded
as a good curve only up to moderate speeds. H. Rothbart|_37j
states: "This curve has low follower side thrust, smooth
starting, and reasonable follower spring size compared to
the basic polynomial curves". The double harmonic motion
curve requires accurate machining and has only slight
advantages over the SHM curve. (See Table 2).
The cycloidal curve previously developed is probably
the best high speed curve of all. In fact, it's an
excellent low to moderate speed curve. A polynomial that has
similar acceleration characteristics is the 3, 4, 5 polynomial.
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The seventh order polynomial is a refinement of the 3,4,5
curve with the value of jerk ( ^) reduced to zero at the
dt
d3
ends. The performance benefits of this refinement in ^-X
dt3
at the expense of higher peak accelerations, will be
investigated later in this work.
The remaining curves listed in Tables 2 and 3 are the
cubic no. 1 which has a constant jerk ( ;) curve, and the
dtJ
parabolic with a constant acceleration curve. The cubic
has little practical importance as the cam tends to be
large and have somewhat poor dynamic performance |_37~] . The
parabolic profile also is generally considered to have
limited applicability.
The last category of curves to be discussed are the
combination types, i.e. the trapezoidal and modified
trapezoidal. The trapezoidal curve is made up of cubics and
parabolic curves. It has a trapezoidal shape - curve
dt2
(See Fig. 3, pg. 26) Tne modified trapezoidal is a combination
of parabolic and cycloidal curves.
Both curves 13 and 14 (trapezoids) are of significant
importance in cam design, especially for high speed cams.
The modified trapezoidal has "excellent vibratory
characteristics"
r43l and is comparatively easy to fabricate, i.e. manufacturing
tolerances and cutting errors have minimal performance effects.
In addition, the modified trapezoidal may "prove to be better
than the cycloidal
curve"
with respect to minimizing vibratory
motion. Cam size is also relatively small.
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Figure 3: Trapezoidal And Modified Trapezoidal Acceleration
Curves
a. Trapezoi dal accel erat i on
*
dt2
parabol i c
cubi c
t (sec. )
b. Modified trapezoidal
A
dt2
z
t(sec. )
cycl oidal
parabol ic
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II . LITERATURE SURVEY OF CAM SYSTEM DYNAMICS
The dynamic performance of the cam-follower system
is governed primarily by the familiar equation, F = ma,
where F is the applied force (lbf) , m is mass
(lbf-sec^
in
2
and a is acceleration (in/sec ) . The differential
equations written in a "lumped parameter" model of a
vibratory system are merely a form of Newton's Second Law.
In order to see how a simple one degree of freedom system
can be formulated in terms of a differential equation,
consider the single degree of freedom system shown in Fig. 4
Figure 4: F.B.D. Of A Cam-Follower Mechanism
> y
In Figure 4, K is the follower spring constant (lbf /in ) ,
It) -SGC
C is the damping coefficient ( f ) and represents
in
"structural" damping of the follower mechanism, m is the driven
mass, and the value of y2 is assumed to be known where y = f (t)
The system shown in Figure 4 can be represented by the equation:
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(Y2 " yx)K + (y2 - y]_)C = m (y2 - y]_) (28)
where y, is output motion.
The above equation (28) is a second order linear
differential equation whose solution is easily found. For
cam systems with two, three, or more degrees of freedom,
however, the solutions of matrix equations of motion are
generally found on the computer. The resonant behavior of
a system can be modeled, the differential equations solved
in the time domain, or the vibratory system can be analyzed
in the frequency domain.
Much work has been done by cam researchers in both the
time and frequency domains. Generally when natural
frequencies are to be varied, the frequency domain analysis
is more efficient. When a solution for a specific system
is desired, and/or backlash, friction, or multiply excitation
sources are present, the time domain analysis of the vibratory
system is used.
There are many factors that can effect dynamic performance
of a cam system. As previously stated/ the shape of the basic
cam profile, i.e. , the continuity, and shape of the
acceleration and jerk (or pulse) curves, can have pronounced
effect on vibration of the system. Th period of. the resonant
vibration
of' the cam driven system
versus- the period of
the profile are important factors. Surface irregularities,
manufacturing tolerances, friction, cam unbalance, backlash
or hysteresis, gear tooth errors (or chain chordal action)
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in the cam drive, as well as return spring surge are also
parameters that can adversely effect a cam design.
.Fortunately for the designer, work in many of these
areas has been done, at least for dwell-rise-dwell type
cams. As previously stated these analyses are usually in
the form of solutions to equations similar to (28) , but
ordinarly for multi-degree of freedom systems. This section
of this work will outline some of these analyses . Table 4
is presented as a summary of work done with respect to a
"specific"
cam system dynamic behavior. The numbers refer
to references listed in this work. A discussion of the
highlights of these works will follow.
Table 4 30
Cam Topics Listed by Reference Number* and Author
A. Shock Spectrum
(Return Profile
Forcing) Function
[15.]
[273
73
C.N. Neklutin
(Modified
Trapezoidal)
F. Y. Chen
N. Polvanich
Mercer and
Hollowenko
C. B. Hebeler
M. P. Koster
B. Cam Shaft Wind
Up
(_22 J B. Janssen
[237| H. Rothbart
[24JJ M. P. Koster
(25 7| Elsayed
Badowy
[4 7J M. P. Koster
C. Follower Stif
fness
[?J]e. H. Olmstead
[xoT] J. A. Hrones
[207) R. C. Johnson
|21.]N.S. Eiss,Jr.
(247[m. P. Koster
|25J Elsayed
Badowy
[4 7JM. P. Koster
D. Cross over
Shock (Jump)
[31Q Barkan and
McGarrity
[32.] WinFrey and
Anderson
E. Errors to Cam
(Surface & Motion
Errors)
G. Curve Type H. Spring Surge I. Friction at
Zero Velocity
[24.]
[33]
M. P. Koster
H. A. Rothbart
jll^Mathew and
Tesar
(Cycloidal)
[l2 fj Church and
Soni
(Trapezoidal)
1 13.1 Jensen (Mod.
L J
Cycloidal)
|l4.1P. Wildt
"
(Mod. Cycloidal)
[l5 H C.N. Neklutin
(Mod. Trap.)
[16^ "
p.77[Ragsdell &
~
Gilkey (Mod.
Trap.)
\l8l Reeve & Rees-
"
Jones (Mod.
Sinusoidal)
[I9T] E. Schmidt
(Polynomial)
|0.]r.C. Johnson
(Various
Profiles)
[l.]] W. Marti
|_27] A.W. Hassman
[3.] "
1 4.J K.S. Dejuhasy
[5.] W. Berry
[e^ T. Warnimg
[7.3 F. Nakanishi
&.] "
[441 w.T. Dankin
J4 5] F. Jehle
V-
(Early works 1920,
1930, 1940 fs)
[26.] F. Y. Chen
N. Polvanich
[30TJ C. Benedict
D. Tesar
?Reference numbers correspond to the complete listing of References attached.
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A. "SHOCK SPECTRUM" i.e., THE RETURN PROFILE ACTING
AS A FORCING FUNCTION
In J26J and |27J F. Chen and N. Polvanich analyze the
cam follower system using a linear single-degree-of-
freedom cam-actuated mechanism with damping subjected to a
variety of cam input forms... by using numerical methods .
[26J deals with the case of nonlinear damping consisting of
viscous, quadratic, Coulomb, and stiction damping effects in
combination. The primary and residual shock response
spectra due to each of the specified input excitational
forms are presented using damping as a varying parameter.
Chen and Polvanich present plots of S , versus ti/tn
(see Figures 5 - 8. pg. 33) where S , = Z /Y Zm=v^ ' nd max max ax
is the maximum output displacement of the cam driven mass,
and Y is the maximum input amplitude of the cam
IUclX
follower. In the ratio ti/tn, ti is the period of the
excitation pulse and tn is the period of the resonating cam
follower mass. In more concise terms, these plots are
referred to as SRS curves (shock response spectrum curves) .
Chen and Polvanich analyze cam return functions for a
3, 4, 5 polynomial in displacement, a 4, 5, 6, 7 polynomial
and the trigonemetric forms of a cycloidal, and modified
cycloidal motions. The observation is made that the
"4, 5, 6, 7 polynomial input form produces the lowest
magnitude of maximum SRS at ti/tn =
1.7" as compared
to the other forms analyzed (_27jln addition, there are small
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differences in the shock response spectrum for the various
input forms in regards to the location of the peak and
numerical value of the primary and residual SRS curves.
It can be observed from the SRS curves* of this
reference work that most differences due to profile type
are small as compared to effects of the pulse duration and
cam follower-mass resonant frequency, i.e., the specific
location on the ti/tn axis of a given cam design.
It is further concluded (by Chen and Polvanich) that
"the designer should consider using lighter parts with a
higher rigidity in order to stay away
from" the ranges of
1.65 <ti/tn <^2.00, S , = 1.75 to 1.8 (peak of primary
SRS curves) and 1.05 <^ti/tn <1.20, Snd = 3.0 to .3.45
(peak of residual SRS curves) .
*See attached curves from [26] & [27] , Figures 5 - 9.
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Figure 5: Primary and Residual
Displacement SRS for a Cycloidal
And A Modified Cycloidal Pulse
(=0) [27J
Figure 6: Primary and Residual
Displacement SRS for a 3-4-5
Polynomial and a 4-5-6-7 Poly
nomial Pulse ( = 0) |27J
3.S t
3.0
5 n-
RESIDUAL. CYCL0I0AL
RESIDUAL, MODIFIED CYCLOIDAL
PRIMARY, CYCLOIDAL
PRIMARY, MODIFIED
--. CYCLOI0AL
-RESIOUAL,4-5-6-7 POLYN.
RESIDUAL, 3-4-5 POLYN.
PRIMARY, 3-4-5 POLYN.
<. .^PRIMARY.4-3-6-7 POLYN.
Figure 7: Primary and Residual
SRS For A Cycloidal Pulse With
Variable Damping. Phantom Lines
Primary SRS. Solid Lines:
Residual SRS. [2 7]
Figure 8: Primary and Residual
SRS For A Modified Cycloidal
Pulse With Variable Damping.
Phantom Lines: Primary SRS.
Solid Lines: Residual SRS. [27]
1.2
CO 0.6
0.2
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Figure 9 : Primary And Residual SRS For a 4-5-6-7
Polynomial Pulse With Variable Damping.
Phantom Lines : primary SRS . Solid Lines
Residual SRS \2l}
0.4-
0.2
See also the other references in Table 4 for information
on shock spectrum-return profile analysis, and those listed
under curve type References ._!!__
- 19 j and j_20j.
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B. CAM SHAFT WINDUP AND FOLLOWER STIFFNESS
As stated in the previous section on shock spectrum,
the period of the resonant motion of the follower can
have an appreciable effect on the output motion of the cam
when it is approximately equal to the period of the return
function. In addition to this phenomena, cam shaft wind-
up and deflection also are very significant parameters to be
considered in design of a high speed cam. In [24 I , M. P. Koster
states "Usually analysis of cam dynamics is based on the
assumption that the cam has a constant angular velocity (.).
Practice has revealed, however, that the angular velocity
often varies quite appreciably; variations up to 30% from
the nominal value are not unusual!". Of course, the effect
of this speed variation is considerable error in output
motion, especially with rise-return cams.
Koster [24] as well as E. Bodawy, N. Mahorem, and
A. Roafat (25J derive the differential equations for a four
degree of freedom system containing the follower,
the cam, and drives to the cam. These equations are solved using
numerial techniques. M. Koster uses a simulation computer
program called "DYNACAM"* to solve the system of differential
equations. This method gives a solution for the motion of
the cam driven system as a function of time (unlike Chen and
Polvanich who performed analyses on one
*This author will use similar techniques in the next section
(III) to analyze a 3-degree of freedom system.
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and two degree of freedom systems using frequency domain
modeling. Chen implies that the extension beyond a 2-DOF
system using SRS curves may not be practical) .
M. Koster derives a set of design curves and refers to
a method of design that can characterize the cam system
behaviour as a function of three dimensionless parameters.
M. Roster's first dimensionless parameter is the
ratio of the period of the natural vibration to the cam
rise time , *T The second parameter is the stiffness
of the drive to the cam with respect to that of the
follower linkage , F . The third design parameter is the
a
dimensionless impact speed due to the traversal of
backlash , r .
Koster goes on to analyze the effects of backlash in
gear drives to cam, torsion of the cam shaft, tangential cam
shaft deflection, variation in angular cam speed as a
function of drive motor speed changes, and finally
nonlinear
"squeeze"
effect of lubricant in follower bearing,
etc .
The conclusions of [24] are: 1. That digital
simulation can be accurately correlated to hardware with
a 4 DOF system and such complexities as backlash, nonlinear
damping, etc. 2. Digital simulation is a good technique
to support design work. 3. Three dimensionless parameters
characterize the cam system presented. Without backlash
dimensionless parameters 1 and 2 characterize the system
(i.e. f"'. and F ) .
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Figures 10 and 11 are included to illustrate
M. Roster's [^24] conclusion that "the dynamic response
was largely improved by a factor of 4.8 by a decrease of F
from 2 to 1 , which was achieved by an increase of shaft
diameter of only 19%". Figure 10 is a time plot of the
follower output mass acceleration and the cam angular
velocity before the cam shaft was increased in diameter.
Figure 1 1 is the output mass acceleration versus time after
the cam shaft was stiffened. This is certainly a dramatic
effect.
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Figure 10: Simulated Dynamic Response of a Spring-
Loaded Cam Follower Driven By a Cycloidal
Cam At Cam Rise Time t = 0.088 sec.
.,
C= 0.141, F = 2. Of). T = t/t ;
X: Acceleration of the Output Member;
A-O-fic: Variation of the Fictitious
Angular Velocity- [J>4]
x (in. /sec.f) of output
t(sec. )
&flic (rad. /sec. ) f cam
Mli5-i
Figure 11: Simulated Dynamic Response Of the Same
Spring-Loaded Cam Follower With Camshaft
Diameter Increased by 19% {^= 0.135,
Fa = 1.1).
x (in. /sec. ) of output
t.i i-\
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Figure 12 jj24j is included as a design guide to be used
in estimating the stiffness required of the cam drive and the
follower mechanism in high speed or otherwise "critical"
design applications. Figure 12 a.) is a plot of H versus
relative positioned error JOT .
JX~
equals U /h m where
U is the output displacement (inches) and h m is the
input stroke (inches) . The plot is done for various Fa and
is essentially an SRS curve for a cycloidal input pulse.
Figure 12 b.) is the acceleration ratio ^plotted as an
,,
SRS curve, where JX0 equals u0/h m.
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Figure 12: Graphs Of The
Response To The Cycloidal Cam
Curve Of a Single Degree of
Freedom Model
a) Relative
Positional Error 7T(= U0/hm)
b) Amplitude Of The
Residual Acceleration
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C. MANUFACTURING ERROR (~38 J
Little analysis has been done on the effect of cam
surface irregularities (machining marks, etc.).
H. Rothbart in his text on "Cams" (34j does, however,
derive an equation for follower acceleration as a function
of error from the theoretical profile and cam speed.
From the method of "finite differences" j_38 J
Rothbart gives the equation:
(CH +<X "2 OT.) (29)
a_ is the deviation of the follower acceleration fromO"
2
theoretical in inches/sec ; W is cam speed in radians/sec;
8 is the cam rotation angle in radians; 0"a, C^, and C^
are cam profile deviation at postions a, b, and c respectively
(See Figure 13) .
Figure 13 : Cam Surface Error
Follower
Displacement
Actual Cam
Theoretical Shape
Cam Angle
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In the specific case where
0~
= 07 = C , as would
be the situation with machinimg marks etc., equation (29)
reduces to the following [J 38 3 :
For a single dip equation (30) can be expressed as
C38] :
V = 2
^2
^a (31)
Using these equations and by comparison to experimental
analysis and experience , Rothbart recommends that the
acceleration deviation from theoretical be kept to a
range of a^. < (20 to 50%) A . A is the maximum follower3 <j mm
2
acceleration (inches/sec. ).
H. Rothbart (J38~! goes on to say that the cam contour
type (Cycloidal, polynomial etc.) as well as the location on
the profile of errors can also effect performance. In
addition, cam size, type, shapes, frequency of errors,
surface finish, oil film thickness, modulus of elasticity
of the materials , natural frequency of the follower ,
method of fabrication, and other factors can have an
effect on follower motion as a function of surface error .
As part of this work, cam surface manufacturing error
will be modeled and investigated with different profile
types and varying frequency- (See Section IV, b) . In
addition, design guidance can be taken from the references
in Table 4, pg.30 on many of the above issues.
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D. CAM FOLLOWER SPRING SURGE
Cam follower spring
"surge"
causing follower
vibration, cam and follower wear, etc. is a problem that
has been dealt with early in the development of cam
driven mechanisms. Most work in this area was done
before the development of computer aided analysis. The
first studies date back to late 1920's. During the
1930'
s, as motor speeds increased, automobile and
aircraft poppet valves exhibited problems with vibration
and wear. W. Marti and A. W. Hussman QlJ , \J2j , [jT]
did Fourier analyses of these mechanisms to reduce
vibration. Graphical techniques were used by DeJuhasy
[4~j . During the early 1940's the Japanese conducted
studies that the Western Engineers were completely unaware
of until after World War II. F. Nakanishi [V] and [8~]
performed analysis on aircraft poppet valve vibrations caus
ing noisy operation excessive spring surge, valve seat
pounding and burning.
Most spring surge problems were understood by the
early to mid 1950 's. The solution was, by then, an
obvious one. Use springs with high resonant frequencies
compared to the rise cycle time of the cam. This is, of
course, the current practice.
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E . FRICTION
Little work could be found in the literature relative
to friction as an exciting force. For the mechanism where
the cam driven mass goes through zero velocity, there
is a reversal in the direction of the frictional force
vector, i.e., frictional force always being opposite in
sign compared to the velocity vector (see Figure 14).
Figure 14: Frictional Force
7//T7
/K
+
o
Follower, Driven Mass Velocity
t (sec . )
Frictional Drag Force
t (sec. )
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For the rise - dwell
- return cam that is common
in machine design, this reversal in the direction of
the force vector results in
"Coulomb" damping.
Figure 15: Rise - Dwell - Return Friction Effects
dx
dt
Driven Mass Velocity
Versus
Time
t (sec. ) ^-
Frictional Force vs. Time
^
+
Straight Line
Function
(^"No Coulomb Damping
Coulomb Damping
^ Coulomb
v '/"Damping
t(sec.) -^
No Coulomb Damping
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Figure 15 shows the plot of output mass velocity x
versus time. It is evident that the dwell periods allow
the^ vibrating mass velocity to traverse the zero axis
thus allowing coulomb damping to occur.
For the rise - return cam (Figure 16), however, the
velocity vector goes through zero with some
"slope" and there is
no dwell. There is, therefore, no coulomb damping, just
a frictional
"offset" in the windup of the mechanism.
Furthermore, the frictional force acts as an impulse force
at the instant of velocity reversal that could tend to
excite the system.
Figure 16: Rise - Return Friction Effects
X
t(sec.)
Excitational Pulse
(No Coulomb Damping)
^t(sec)
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Friction as a damping device has been dealt with
by Benedict and Tesar (jJOj in a computer simulation of
a cam actuated soap machine. Also F. Y. Chen, N. Polvanich
Q>6j analyzed the shock spectrum response of nonlinear
systems containing coulomb damping. The case of
friction as an exciting force will be dealt with for the
rise - return cam later in this work ( See Section IV, b)
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III. LUMPED PARAMETER MODEL OF AN OPTICAL SCANNING
SYSTEM IN A XEROGRAPHIC MACHINE
A. DERIVATION OF THE MODEL FROM HARDWARE
Figure 1 7 depicts the type of hardware that has been
modeled. For purposes of cam design, investigation of this
system has been kept relatively simple. The follower mechanism
is a 2:1 reduction cable-pulley system connecting the cam to
the lens mass. This was modeled as a spring and damper in
parallel and a
"logic"
statement was used in MIMIC that
permitted separation of the cam surface and the follower
(see Figure 18). This representation of a spring and damper
could be used to simulate many drive systems. For example,
this lens drive could be a four bar linkage in Figure 17 and
still be modeled as a spring and damper in Figure 18. In
fact, the same "generic" lumped parameter model could be used
to investigate dynamic effects of any similar drive system
if, of course, the appropriate spring constants, masses,
damping coefficients, and cam profile motions are used, and
the distribution of mass in the systems are approximately the
same. (i.e. the follower, drive chain, and shaft masses
are C< than the lens, cam, photoreceptor and motor masses).
The correlation of a mathematical model to an actual mechanism
depends on the initial assumption of where the
"significant"
masses are in the system and what values are used for the
various springs and damping coefficients.
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The purpose of this modeling work is not to simulate
any one specific piece of hardware, but rather to study the
performance of cam profile types, mass and spring constant
variations, cam surface errors etc., for the
"generic"
system of a cam driven scanning lens . The values that will
be chosen for masses, spring constants etc. are, however,
similar to those of real systems. A spring constant of a
section of chain will be approximately that of an actual roller
chain, the mass of a lens will be 1 to 2.0 lb , and the damping
constants will be selected to have 5 - 10% of
"critical"
damping .
Figure 17: Cam Driven System
' / i i* i \
Photoreceptor
Preload Spring
aAAAa
Drive Chain
Mirror
Reduction
Drive Cable
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The hardware shown in Figure 17 can be modeled as an
"equivalent"linear system of springs, dampers, and masses (see
Figure 18) . The differential equations of motion (51) , (52)
and (63) can be derived, and the results of the model compared
more easily when the system is all linear, or. alj. rotational,
components. In this case, the mechanism has been simulated as
a linear system. The derivation of the equalent "lumped"
parameter model is shown starting on page 55 m
Figure 18: Equalent "Lumped" Parameter Model
^*P
_DCF >*D
CAM
PROFILE
RATIO
DMC
I KDG
- FDD
In Figure 18, X , X , X . and X_, are the displacements3 ' m c p u
of the motor, cam, photoreceptor, and lens respectively. The
K parameters are the spring constants of the connecting
drive members. The D parameters are damping coefficients.
FDD is the frictional drag force on the lens mass. KDG is
the
"return"
spring that keeps the follower in contact with
the cam surface.
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Equations (32) through (46) which follow are
included to demonstrate how the "lumped parameter"
model (Figure 18) is derived from the hardware
(Figure 17) .
Figure 19: Photoreceptor
Figure 19 depicts the photoreceptor mass where
r,
=2.23"is the outside radius of the photoreceptor
tube, r2 =
2.0" is the I.D., L = 18.8" is the length.
The volume of aluminum in the above mass is:
V = (i^
2
- r22) L (32)
or
Thus
V = (2.232 - 22) 18.8
V = 57.5 in.
The mass of the photoreceptor tube is
(33)
(34)
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3
Using a value of .0975 lbf /in for O , and
2
with g = 386.04 in /sec , and substituting the value
for volume from (33), the mass is:
M = .015 lbf -sec 2/in
The inertia is :
Vr = h M(ri2 + r22) <35>
Substituting the appropriate values for M, r,
and r2 into (35) gives:
IP/R = *067
lbf-in-sec2
(36)
The rotational speed of the photoreceptor W- /TD
can be calculated from the formula:
VP/R = rl WP/R (37)
or
WP/R = ^ (38)rl
where v is the surface speed, 5.0 inches/sec
P/R
equation (38) yields:
W^,^ = 2.24 rad /sec (39)
The equalent mass of the photoreceptor, Meg /P/R
at the surface of the photoreceptor must now be calculated,
This is done by a kinetic energy balance!
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K.E. = K.E. equivalent system
system ^ J
or
I Vr'Vr'2 = i m^p/r(vp/r)2 (40)
Rearranging (40) gives:
Megp/R =
IP/R(WP/R)
(41)
(VP/R)2
Substituting the values for Wp/ , V . and Ip/R
into (41) yields:
Megp/R = .013 lb -sec 2/in (42)
The equalent mass of the cam is calculated in a
similar manner to that of the photoreceptor. First the
volume is calculated assuming an average radius R . R
is the sum of the maximum cam radius plus the base circle
radius, divided by two. Assuming a base circle radius
R, = 1.125" with a cam rise of 3.0", the max. radius,be
R , would be
1.125" + 3.0" = 4.125".
max.
Therefore,
=; R + Rv.R = max. be
gives
k ..
4.125" + 1.125"
R i -
or
R = 2.625 in. (43)
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The volume of the cam would then be:
Vo = R2t (44)
Assuming t = .25 in for the thickness, then
Vc = 5.4 in
3
The mass of the cam can now be calculated from (34)
assuming a density for steel of p- = .28 lbf /in 3, i.e.
Mc = 3.92 x
10~3
lbf -sec 2/in
The inertia of the cam is:
Ic = \ McR2 (45)
Substituting in (44) the appropriate values for
Mc, and R gives:
I = 1.35 x
10~2
lb.-in-sec2
c r
The equalent mass of the cam at the speed of the
photoreceptor surface can now be calculated:
1 Mc = I
JcWc2
(40^
Rearranging (40 ) gives:
M = I W
2
/
c eg
(41'}
(vp/r)
W is the rotational speed of the cam, tt/1.4 rad /sec
Substituting the appropriate values into (41 ) yields:
Mc eq
=
-0027 lbf "sec 2/in (46)
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The equivalent mass of the lens is straight forward since
the system is being modeled at the speed of the photoreceptor
surface which is equal to that of the lens. The actual lens
mass can then be used in the lumped parameter system
(Figure 18) .
Assuming the lens weight is 1.0 lbs, the mass MD =
1.0/386.04, or .003 lb -sec /in
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B. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS FOR MASSES
The following calculations are the derivation of
the differential equations of the modeled system (Figure 18)
The cam equations of motion and their relationship to the
modeled system will also be derived.
The input to the model is the displacement of the motor:
m S
(47)
V is the scan velocity (5.0 in /sec ) and t is time
in seconds. Free body diagrams (FBD's) are used of each mass
in order to generate the differential equations of the system.
Figure 20: FBD Of Cam Mass
FD2
-<
FD1 ^4-
M,
^XC
-Z. FD3
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FD1 is the force in the springs and damping
associated with the system for the drive connection
between the cam mass and the motor. (See Figure 18).
FD1 = (Xm - X )K + (X - X )DMC (48)m c' mc m c v '
FD2 is the force between the cam and photoreceptor
masses :
FD2 = (X - X )KMC + (X - X )D (49)c p' v c P pc
FD3 is the force transmitted back to the cam by
the follower :
F4X f
FD3 = . (50)
Xc
For the derivation of (50) see the geometer ic
calculations of the cam surface pg. 64 fr equation
( 60 ) from J39 1 , and also the energy balance pg. 60 .
Summing the forces in the F.B.D. of the cam yield.
M X = FD1 - FD2 - FD3 (51)c c
which is the differential equation of motion for the
cam mass (See Figure 20) .
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Figure 21: FBD Photoreceptor Mass
FD2
Again summing forces in Figure 21 yields the
equation:
MP/RXp = FD2 (52)
Forces, as well as displacement, velocity, and
accelerations are transmitted through the cam surface.
Depending on where specifically the follower is on the
profile will determine how these parameters are
transmitted. For example, if the follower is in the
constant velocity rise section of the cam, one inch of
cam travel will equate to one inch of follower travel.
If, however, the follower is in the return section of
the prof ile, one inch of cam travel could result in 6.0
inches of follower travel, i.e. the total return stroke
H. The following calculations are done to describe this
relationship. The cam is assumed to be a "black
box"
and a free body diagram is drawn.
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Figure 22: FDB Cam Profile
X, Xc'
c
FD.
^DCF , VCF
For the values of X s t * Vc , the displacement of
the cam surface DCF = X . For values of X : t * V , DCF
c c r
S'
equals the cam return profile. Using the 7th order polynomial
equation (10^ pg. 8, the cam follower motion is:
DCF =
<fiiVvs)7
+f
<W6
+
(Vvs)5
+ t
<W4
+ xc + H) (53)
Note in (53) that DCF = f(X ) rather than f (t) . The
substitution for time is made from the equation t = X /V .
Here X /Vc is used in equation (10) in place of time (t) .
The velocity of the cam surface (VCF) for X - t * VcC J_ L.
is taken from (9) pg. 8 and again written as a function of
cam displacement:
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VCF " < 7o (W6 + 7o (Xc^s)5
+
170
(Vvs>4
+!o
!Vs'3
+ SV)X / V ,rv' C vs (54)
In (54) at X =0 all the terms containing
#
X /XT7 terms go to zero. Therefore VCF = X . Similarlyc V 3 c
at X = V *t all X /v terms = t . Again VCF = Xc S r c' S r ' c
since all terms with coefficients sum to zero.
The forces are transmitted through the cam surface
also. From Figure 22 using an energy balance:
Kinetic energy . . = Kinetic ener9Y/out)
yields FD3*XC = F4*DCF <55)
Rearranging (55) gives:
*
FD3 = F4 XcF (50)
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Figure 23: Equivalent "Linear" Cam System
(Normal)
Figure 23 depicts a linear cam-follower system that
is used to demonstrate the geometric derivation of equation
(50) . This derivation is taken from [39] and is shown
here for additional verification of the force balance that
exists due to the cam profile.
The following nomenclature is taken from [39]
Lo =
spring, and friction)
= pressure angle (degrees)
total load on cam follower (lb ), (inertia,
oC
F
X_
X
cF
V
cFc
normal force on cam surface (lb )
= cam velocity (in /sec )
= cam follower velocity (in /sec )
= force to drive cam (lb )
= instantaneous velocity of the cam follower
center aboit pt. P.
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It is apparent from Figure 23 that
L
cos^K
LQ = F cos* or F = -2 (56)
substituting Fc = F sin c< into (56)
yields ,
F = L
sin<^
c o cos^
or
Fc = Lo tan* (57)
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a.)
'/
A
K-
Figure 24: Cam Vector Figures a. ), b. )
>
//
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In Figure 24, the cam velocity, X , is restricted to
be paralled to the X - axis. The cam follower velocity, X _,
//
is restricted to be parallel to the y - axis. (Note: the
pressure angle is defined as the angle between the follower
direction of travel and the "normal" to the cam surface, y -
axis). W_, is the rotational speed of the follower.
The value of VcFc (the velocity Of the cam follower parallel
to the x -axis) is
VcFc = WF X r <58>
r is the radius of the cam follower.
From Figure 24 , the angle between the y - axis and the
y - axis is cX , therefore, the angle between the minus x - axis
and the minus x - axis is also c\ . It follows then, that the
angle between vector V and X is o(, since the vector X
is always parallel to the x - axis.
Point "p" on the cam surface is the follower point of
contact, it is a "relative -instantaneous center of rotation of
the follower. Point
"p" has a velocity of X in the x - axis
direction. From the vector diagram (Figure 24b) :
tan c< = fcF (59) JJ39 J
X
c
substituting equation (59) into (57) yields,
F = LoXcF (60) [39]L~X-c
X
or
c
F4X
FD3 = cF (50)
X
c
Figure 25: FBD Lens (Driven Mass)
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> Xr
F4
FD6
FD5
In Figure 25, F4 is the force in the follower linkage.
F4 = (XcF " XD)KCD + (XcF " XD)DCD (61)
Force FD5 is the force in the return spring and has the
value,
FD5 = XDKDG + PL (62)
PT is the preload in the return spring in lbf . Force
FD6 is the frictional drag force between the driven mass and
ground. It represents the frictional force in slides, bearings,
etc. The sign of FD6 is plus for X. < 0 and minus for X ^> 0.
Summing the forces in the FBD of the lens gives
MDXD = F4 - FD6 - FD5 (63)
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The full set of differential equations for the "lumped"
parameter model have now been derived. They are: (51) for
the cam, (52) for the photoreceptor, and (63) for the lens
mass. In addition to these, the equations of the motor, (47),
as well as for the cam profile, (53) and (54) have been
developed along with the supporting equations for the spring
and damping forces. This system of three linear differential
equations for the 3 D.O.F. cam system will be solved and the
cam profile simulated using "MIMIC".
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C. MIMIC PROGRAM AND EXPLANATION OF RUNS
MIMIC is a digital computer program for solving systems
of ofdinary differential equations that was developed from the
"MIDAS"
program at Wright - Patterson Air Force Base. The
version used is one adapted to the Univac 1108 computer by
Kearfoth Systems Division of General Precision System, Inc.
"The input to "mimic" Is tne differential equations, (51),
(52) , and (63) . Time is the independent parameter through
which the simulation is executed. Any of the displacements,
acceleration, velocities, or forces may be plotted against
time as output.
Mimic has its own "language" and set of functions.
As an example, an equation would be entered by placing
the left hand side starting in column 10, and the right hand
side starting in column 19 the
"equals"
sign is assumed
between the two terms. A constant is entered using a CON
(C-, , C C ) card with the first letter in Column 19.v 1 2 n'
C, , C9 etc. being constants. Data cards are included at the
end of the deck with the numerical values in appropriate
columns. The intergration function is INT (X1# C1) where X1
is the variable to be integrated starting from the initial
condition of C,. The integration method is a high order
"Runge - Kutta" technique with a automatically adjusted step
size to preserve a specified error criterion. Plotted output
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is specified by a PLO(T, X,) function where t = time, and X.
is the parameter to be plotted. For more information ref. to
MIMIC, users manual 48.
A copy of 'the
"MIMIC"
program and it's output for this
cam system being modeled is contained in Appendix C. The
equations for the cam surface are for a 7th order polynomial
return function (10 ) A MIMIC program simulating a cycloidal
profile (13 ) is included in Appendix D.
Table "5, pages 83 through 86, summarizes all the data that
will be discussed in the results and recommendations of this
work (see Section IV) . In order to generate Table 5, the
output plot interval in time was changed from .0 sec. through
.4 sec. to .2 sec. through .4 sec. In this way the start of
scan (t = .2 sec , the usable portion of cam) could be
expanded in displacement resolution. In order to expand the
displacement scale, the plotted data are excursions from the
theoretic values (i.e., errors). The slopes of the plotted
curves have been set to zero by subtracting the theoretical
portion of a displacement from it's actual position. For
example, the displacement of the cam mass is X , however, the
parameter SCI = XC - 5.0*t is actually plotted. 5.0 is the
theoretical velocity of the cam mass, t is the independent
variable for time in the MIMIC program. Therefore, 5.0*t is
the theoretical position of the cam mass and Xc - 5.0*t is
the "error" or excursion of the mass from the 'nominally
correct i.e., zero vibration, plus offset position. A sample of
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these error plots from MIMIC for the cam, photoreceptor and
lens displacements can be found in Appendix E.
Table 5 contains the output for both polynomial and
cycloidal return profiles. In addition to simulation of
Cycloidal and Polynomial functions, MIMIC was used to
simulate cam surface errors such as would result from
manufacturing
"cutting"
errors on its surface, scalloping or
"flat spots" for example. The disturbance simulated
could also be similar to that of "cordial" action of a drive
chain to the cam, or gear tooth error to the cam. See
Section 1 1 1, Part f.ypg. 79, for the calculation of cam
surface errors used in the MIMIC program.
The variables of KMC and KCD, the spring stiffness
of the cam to the motor, and of the lens to the cam, were also
varied for both polynomial, and cycloidal return functions.
The effects of follower to cam separation for various ranges of
the above spring stiffness was simulated. (See Table 5) .
Finally, frictional drag between the lens mass and ground
was simulated and the coefficient of friction varied through
a large range. This was done to investigate the effect of
the reversible in direction of the friction force as the
velocity of the lens mass goes from a negative to positive
value during "fly back". This causes an additional impulse force
and consequently a vibratory motion.
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The "variables" for each run are noted in Table 5.
The numbers recorded are the maximum values for the peak-to-
peak, vibratory motion at the "start of
scan"
/t = .2 sec )
of the cam cycle. This is the transition point between the
return function and the constant velocity scan portion and
represents the first "usable" protion of the cam profile with re
spect to image motion. Image motion due to lens vibration
minus photoreceptor motion represents what is called in Table
5, and "programmed in MIMIC", as "aerial image". Aerial
image motion (magnitude and frequency) have been
related to the copy quality defects of optical
"skips"
in xerographic machines. Therefore, it is of interest to
minimize the magnitude of aerial image motion.
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D. RESONANT MODES OF THE MODELED SYSTEM
The following resonant frequencies were calculated in
order to gain insight into the vibratory modes of the modeled
system. Starting with the lens mass vibrating as a single
degree of freedom system (See Figure 18, pg. 50 ) , a value
of KCD = 2000 lb. /in was assumed for the following drives to
the lens. The resonant frequency of the lens mass is:
1 I KCD
(64)MD 2TT \| MD
Substituting the above value of KCD and the value of
M from pg. 55 yields,
2000
'MD 2 ir \/ -003
or
fMD = 129 Hz (65)
If KCD = 5000 lbs. /in. is used in (64) , the resonant
frequency is :
fMn = 205 H (66)MD z
In a similar manner, the resonant frequency of the
photoreceptor mass as a single degree of freedom system can
be calculated from:
fP/R=IFV^7R (67)
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Assuming a value of KCP =460 lbf /in and using the
2
lb^-sec
'P/R
in
value of M = .013 lbf from (42) page 5 3 yields
f = _L ,/ 460
P/R W y.oTJ
or
f0/D = 30 Hp/R z (68)
The resonance of the cam mass vibrating against the motor
is (with KMC assumed to be 10,000 lb /in and M = .0026
n ^-*
2
lbf -sec /in. from (46) pg.54 );
f = 1 / KMC
C 2 it V MC
or
fc = 312 Hz (69)
Using KMC = 5000 lb /in yields,
fc = 698 Hz (70)
The vibration mode of the cam plus lens mass oscillating
against the spring between the cam and motor mass (KMC) is:
1 / KMC
'C+D 2^r M + Mnc D
KMC is again assumed to be 10,000 lb /in therefore,
fc+D = 213 Hz <71)
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Finally, the masses of the lens, cam, and photoreceptor
are grouped together and the resonance calculated assuming
deflection of the spring KMC between the motor and cam.
(KMC = 20,000 lbs. /in.).
fo+D+P/R = 117 Hz <72>
Not all the above resonant modes were observable in the
MIMIC runs ; however , the resonant behavior of the photoreceptor
mass was clearly observable at 30H in all the runs, asz
was the resonance of the lens mass-follower spring at 120 and
200 H . The other modes, although individually present were
not observed in output data. Further discussion of the
follower and cam drive spring stiffness will follow. (Section
IV).
In addition to calculating the resonant modes for the
modeled system, the results of the MIMIC computer model for a
cycloidal cam profile were compared with the output from
M. Roster's work. Z2\ Figure 12 page 40 is reproduced
here with the 'Y and u axis extended and the curves for F-
o
interpolated to include an additional area of the graph for
this comparison (See Figure 26) .
Figure 26: Cycloidal Cam Response Curve
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In order to compare these results the values of F and
cl
f\ must be calculated. F^ as previously stated (pg. 36) is
M. Roster's dimensionless parameter that is the ratio of
"the stiffness of the drive to the cam with respect to that
of the follower". F& is calculated from [24] using the
equation:
F = c ,hm .
In equation ( 73) C is the stiffness of the follower
in lbs. /in., C. is the tangential stiffness of the drive
to the cam in lbs. /in. (in the case of a linear cam as in
the MIMIC model C, is simply the stiffness of the drive totan *
the cam) , and finally the quantity (
hm
Ri e
3*m
) is the ratio of
the cam rise, hm, to the cam travel, Ri.8 . (See Figure 27)
^2 **m
Figure 27: Cam Rise Versus Travel
oi, me
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Using equations (73) with Cc = KDC = 100,500, and 2000 lb /in
with C.
n
= KMC = 50,000 lb ./in, h = 6.0 inches, and R,Q =ta f m %jm
1.0 inch gives the values of F shown in Table 5. is the
3.
ratip of the period of the natural vibration to that of the
cam profile. From Figure 26, U , the ratio of the output
response to the input pulse height can be obtained, which gives
the predicted peak to peak lens vibration listed in Table 5.
Table 5: Comparison Of MIMIC And Reference [24]
Maximum Residual Vibration
MIMIC R<2f. L24J
P-P Lens F
a
P--P Lens
KCD Motion P]cedictions
100 .172 .072
500 .0769 .36
2000 .0385 1.44
KMC = 50,000
As can be seen in Table 5 the output motion predictions,
from [24] , are very close to the MIMIC model peak to peak
displacements for a number of orders of magnitude
variation
in output displacement. The MIMIC results are slightly
higher
in all cases. The damping rates used for this
comparison in
the MIMIC model were approximately
10 percent of the critical
rate. By a small adjustment in damping,
these results can be
brought to even closer agreement.
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E. DAMPING COEFFICIENTS USED IN MIMIC
The values of damping constants were calculated for
use -in MIMIC using a percentage of critical damping in the
above calculated modes. These constants were not changed when
varying the spring constants, however, they were maintained
in the range of 5 to 10% of critical due to the range of
spring constant variation investigated. The formula used for
calculating the critical damping rate is:
Cc = (74)
where the appropriate values for the mass "M" and spring
constant
"K"
are to be used. For the lens mass, substituting
MD"
=
.003 lbf -sec /in and KCD = 2000 lbf /in into (7.4)
yields a value of C = 4.9 lb -sec /in. The damping
coeffient used between the lens and cam mass, DCD = .51 lbf -sec /
in. was in all MIMIC runs. This is approximately 10.4% of the above
critical value of 4.9 lbf -sec /in. If KCD is varied, as
in Table 6 , to 5000 lb /in the value of critical damping
for the lens to cam damper would be: (from (74))
-*-/
or
C = 2-J.003 (5000)
C = 7.7 lb _ -sec /in
c f
DCD would then be 6.6% of this critical damping rate.
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A damping coefficient for the photoreceptor to cam
connection of DPC = .24 lb f -sec /in was used in the
model. Again from (74) for this damping coefficient the
critical rate would be
Cc = 2^./ .013 (460)
or
C = 4 .89 lb ^ -sec /in
c f '
DPC = .24 lbf -sec /in is approximately 5.0% of the
above .
Finally, for the motor to cam drive DMC is assumed to be
.53 lbf -sec /in in MIMIC. This is 5.2% of critical as
2
calculated from (74 ) with M = .0026 lbf -sec /in and
KMC = 10,000 lbf /in.
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F. CAM SURFACE ERROR CALCULATIONS
The equation previously shown (30) pg. 40 can be used to
estimate the range of follower accelerations expected from
a given magnitude and frequency of cam surface error.
Equation (30) is
j
+ 4 (
^)2
(T (30)
as given on pg. 54, W = "T /l . 4 (rad /sec ) for the cam in
the model. Assuming the cam has a "dip" or cutting error
at
1
increments A 9 = 1 x T7"rad or Ae = t^t- (rad ) .
180 180
Assuming the magnitude of the surface error <y = zero
to^ peak, the acceleration of the follower from (30) is:
7T/1.4 2
a + 4 ( i
)z
.001
r " "HV 180
or
a_ = + 66.12 inches/sec.
a
As stated earlier, and in |_ 38 J , for satisfactory
performance a^ ^ (20 to 50%) aM, where aM is the maximum
follower acceleration during return. The 7th order polynomial
2
has a maximum acceleration of 3.4 g's or 1313. 8 "/sec
Therefore a^- is approximately 5% of aM, which is well within
the recommended range.
The displacement errors used in MIMIC to generate the
data in Table 5 were calculated at both 1 and .5
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increments of cam rotation in the following manner. In the
modeled cam system ("equivalent" system) the cam travels
6.0"
in 1.2 sec for the scan cycle, and
1.0" in .2 sec for
rescan. The total travel is then 7-0". A zero to peak
error on the modeled cam surface would equate to a zero
to peak error on the actual system because of the 2:1 reduction
ratio of the follower cable mechanism (see Figures 17 and 18
on pages 49 and 50) . The following equation is used to
represent displacement error:
DE = CTa SIN ^ * Xc ( 75)
B is the cam displacement in inches for 1 error cycle. B
for this example is :
7"
cam traveled
B =
180 error cycle
or
B = .03888"/cycle
Assuming
1
of cam rotation/error cycle. From (75)
the displacement error is:
DE = SIN ^88 * Xc
or
D^ = .001 SIN (161.5676 * X_) (76)E l~
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Equation (76) has a frequency of 128.5 H in the modeled
system when the cam velocity ff is M/1.4 rad /sec. If the
cam^surface errors are assumed to be at .5 increments the
displacement error would be, from (75) with B = .019444 inch/
cycle,
D_ = .001 SIN (323.13598 * X) (77)Ij C
Equation (77) would have a frequency of 25 7 H in the
modeled system.
A sample listing of the "MIMIC" program showing the
simulation of displacement error on the cam surface using
equation (76) is contained in Appendix F.
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IV. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A. POLYNOMIAL VERSUS CYCLOIDAL PROFILES
(As a function of follower and cam drive spring
constants) .
The comparison of Polynomials and Cycloidal return
functions done by cam design researchers, as previously
stated, make statements to the effect that improvement in
dynamic performance of 4 , 5 , 6 , 7th order polynomials over
cycloidals is "doubtful". [34] Such phenomena . as
resonant frequencies of the cam system with respect to the
period of the return function are of far more significant
consequence than specific profile shape [26j , and [27J
The output of this computer model for rise - return.
cams substantiates these comments. In fact, the
performance of the 4 . 5 , 6 , 7th order polynomial was
slightly inferior to that of the cycloidal in most all cases.
Table 6 a maximum amplitude of .0018"peak to peak at
120 H on the lens mass for the case of the polynomial with
KMC = 10,000 lbf /in , and KCD = 2000 lb. /in. The similar
case of the cycloidal has a lens mass maximum amplitude of
less than .0002". In addition, the vibratory amplitude of the
other masses in the system are somewhat higher for the polynomial.
The photoreceptor mass is vibrating at its resonant frequency
of 30 H in both the above cases; however, the polynomial
has a maximum P-P amplitude of where the Cycloidal has
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Table 6 : Displacements At The Start Of Scan
t = .2 sec P-P
max,
(inches) /Frequency (H )
KCD = 2000 lb
"
/inch
Spring
Constant
Cycloidal
Profile
Plotted t = .2-. 3
Coef . Friction =
1.0
Cycloidal
Profile
Plotted t = 0-.4
Coef. Friction = 10,000
1.0
2,000
5,000
Polynomial
Coef. Friction =
1.0 10,000
Plotted .2-. 3
50,000
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Table 6 : (Continued) Displacements At The Start Of Scan
t = .2 sec P-P (inches) /Frequency (H )
KCD = 2000 lbf /inch
Spring
Constant
10,000
7th Order
Polynomial
Plotted t = .2-. 3
sec 25,000
Coef. Friction =
1.0
Surface
Error 125. 8H
7th Order
Polynomial
Plotted t = .2-. 3
sec
Coef. Friction =
1.0
Surface
Error 257H
7th Order
Polynomial
Plotted t =
sec
Friction = .05
50,000
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Table 6 : (Continued) Displacements At The Start of Scan
t = .2 sec P-P (inches)/ (sec)
max .
v '
Frequency (H )
Spring
Constant
7th Order Profile
Plotted t = .2-. 3 sec
Coef. Friction = 1.0
KMC = 5000
7th Order Profile
Plotted t = .2-. 3 sec
Coef .Friction = 1.0
KMC = 10,000
7th Order Profile
Plotted t = .2-. 3 sec
Coef. Friction = 1.0
KMC = 50,000
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Table 6 : (Continued) Displacements At the Start of Scan
t = .2 sec P-P (inches) /Frequency (H )ID3X Z
Spring
Constant
Cycloidal Profile
Plotted t = .2-. 3
sec
Coef. Friction =
1.0
KMC = 5000
Cycloidal Profile
Plotted t = .2-. 3
sec
Coef. Friction =
1.0
KMC = 10,000
Cycloidal Profile
Plotted t = .2-. 3
sec
Coef. Friction =
1.0
KMC = 50,000
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an amplitude of .002". The result of these differences is
a reduction in Aerial image amplitude of significant value
( peak to "peak "f&r:7 the. polynomial 'versus- peak to
peak at 30 Hz for the cycloidal.
When the spring constants of the drives to the cam are
increased from 10,000 to 50,000 lbf /in , the cam and
photoreceptor masses are somewhat stabilized. This reduces
the aerial image motion significantly. The theoretical
acceleration of the cam follower is, of course, more closely
maintained in that the cam mass itself is subjected to very
little angular acceleration. (Cam shaft wind up is minimized
ref. to [22]- [25j ). Even in this case, however, the
polynomial vibratory amplitudes appear higher, peak to peak
at 120 H on the lens mass versus the Cycloidal amplitude of
at 120 H . (See Table 6 pg.83 ).
A second interesting phenomena occurred when doing this
profile comparison. It was noted that the Cycloidal profile
caused "follower jump", that is to say the follower flew
off the cam surface for values of cam drive spring stiffness of
2000 lbf /in , but at 5000 lbf /in this did not occur,
see Figure 28 .
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With KMC = 5000 the follower force did go to + .7 lbf ,
however, almost opening with the cycloidal. The seventh order
equation had follower "jump" at a value of KMC = 2000 and
5000 lbf /in (see Figure 28). This might be expected in
that the peak accelerations , and therefore the torque
necessary to turn the cam, and consequent
"wind-up"
of the
drives, are high for the seventh order equations (3.4 g's versus
2.85 g's for the cycloidal curve). This cam shaft "wind-up"
causes a surging ahead, or angular acceleration, that
increases the follower and driven mass acceleration beyond
theoretical values and the follower "jump" phenomena occurs (see
also (24], and [47] ). In general it could be stated that to
avoid follower jump with profiles that have higher
acceleration, for the sake of profile continuity, the
designer should increase the drive stiffness to the cam
shaft to significantly higher levels. From the MIMIC
modeling work, however, this author recommends the use of
the cycloidal profile over 7th order polynomials.
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B. FRICTION AS A DISTURBING FORCE
As stated previously, the frictional forces of the lens
sliding on a surface, mechanical slide, have been simulated
to investigate the effects of the reversal in direction of
the frictional forces as a function of the lens velocity -
This was coded in the MIMIC program by using a force FDD where,
FDD = (MD * G) * CF
CF is the coefficient of friction, G is the acceleration of
gravity -
This force was added to the model using a
"logic"
switching
function" in MIMIC :
FD6 = FSW(1DXD; FDD, 0., - FDD)
This statement defines the value of a frictional force
FD6 which has a value of FDD for negative values of lens
velocity 1DXD, FD6 = 0 for 1DXD = 0, and -FDD for positive
1DXD.
The effect is similar to a true frictional force in
that it's direction is always opposite that of the driven
mass. The actual case of a velocity dependent magnitude for
the friction force was not simulated. The result of this
simulation is a step in force that takes place at
approximately t = .0225 sec and again at .1625 sec for the
7th order curves, and at t = .0175 sec t and again at .1^75 sec
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for the cycloidal curve. The magnitude of the force FDD
is (from (78 ) with CF = 1.0),
FDD = .003 (386.04) x 1.0
or
FDD =1.16 lb
Assuming CF = .05 in equation ( 78) yields^ FDD = .06 lb -
The effects of these forces were observed at t = .2 sec
in that this is the "scanning" portion of the cam where lens
motion is of importance. Vibratory effects during rescan
were also observed but for such low cam surface forces as
1.16 lbf are of little consequence compared with the force
due to the return spring and the inertial force on the cam
due to the acceleration of the lens mass. These forces
have max. values of approximately 25 lb^ for 7th cams and
19 lbf for cycloidal cams, (with KMC = 10,000, KCD = 5000).
Table 6 , pg-84 displays the results of this simulation.
With CF = 1.0 and CF = .05 the spring constants of the drive
to the cam (KMC) were varied from 10,000 lbf /in to
50,000 lbf /in a 7th order curve was used. The results
show a residual P-P value of at 120 Hz for CF = .05
KMC = 10,000 and at 120 Hz for CF = .05 KMC = 50,000.
A very small increase for a stiffer cam drive. With CF
= 1.0
KMC = 10,000 the P-P residual vibration was at 120 H ,
and finally for CF = 1.0 KMC = 50,000 the P-P residual was
at 120 H .
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In conclusion, the effect of a wide variation in
friction CF = .05 to 1.0 yielded a small difference in
residual vibration of approximately 20%. (Residual
vibration being the effect of the frictional force reversal
as observed after t = .2 sec ) . Friction in this specific
model could be termed a "secondary effect" compared to the
other phenomenon investigated.
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C. CAM SURFACE ERROR (MANUFACTURING ERRORS)
The results of this model show a peak to peak vibration
level of the lens mass to be about at 128 H with a
z
zero to peak displacement error at 1.0 degree cutting increments
for values of KCD = 2000 lbf /inch KMC = 10,000 or 50,000
lbf /inch (See Table 6 pg. 84 ) . This error is far in
excess of the similar runs (KCD = 2000 lb /inch) for a
seventh order profile without surface error. The error for
this case listed in Table 6
,
pg. 83 is approximately
at 120 H The phenomena occurring in this comparison is
that the manufacturing error coincides almost exactly with
the resonant frequency of the follower - lens system.
Significant amplification of the displacement error
takes place under these conditions. Amplification of the
surface error is 5.56:1. This increase in motion error could
certainly be detrimental in attempts to minimize "aerial
image"
motion in a xerographic machine, or for that matter
in any cam system where motion quality is of prime importance.
This coincidence between manufacturing error, and
resonant frequency will also cause amplification of the
acceleration of the driven mass. If manufacturing error
amplitude is significantly high, and if the amplification
ratio of the driven mass is high, the dynamic forces on the
cam surface will be proportionately increased. Wear will
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then result. In this specific case the acceleration error
on the cam was calculated at 66"/sec 2 with amplification
of 5.56 the lens amplitude will be 5.56 (66) = 368 in /sec
2
or approximately .95 g's. The dynamic force on the
follower will be:
From F = Ma
Substituting MD = .003 lbf -sec /in from pg.55 yields,
F = (.003) 368
or
F = 1.1 lb.f
This is a relatively light load, it is however additive
with the forces due to the basic profile acceleration as
well as the return spring force, etc.
When the frequency of the surface defects was increased
from 1 increments to increments, with the amplitude
remaining at .001", the resultant behavior of the lens mass
was greatly impacted. From Table 6/Pg-84/for KCD
= 2000
lb /in , KMC = 10,000 lb /in, the P-P lens amplitude in
displacement was .002", as compared to without
surface error. (See Figures 29 and 30 ) This run showed
lens vibration at both 120 Hz (the frequency of the lens
-
follower system) and the 257 Hz of the error source.
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In summary, the significance of cam surface error
can't be judged only on the follower accelerations resulting
from a given amplitude profile deviation. The frequency of
the cam driven system should be considered where "critical"
cam function is required, as in this case where lens motion
could be greatly reduced by increasing the number of cutting
marks on the cam. Similarly, the frequency of gear tooth,
or cordal action of a chain drive to the cam/ can have a
pronounced effect on motion quality of the driven mass and
should be considered with respect to the resonant frequencies
of the driven mechanism.
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D . SUMMARY
In conclusion, the comparison of a seventh order
polynomial return profile and a cycloidal return profile
has been made for the case of a rise^-return cam motion.
The modeling results show a significant improvement in
motion quality for the cycloidal profile. In addition, the
stiffness required in the drive from the cam to motor shaft
to prevent follower "jump" is lower with the cycloidal
curve, as is the vibration amplitude on all masses in the
three degree of freedom system.
The spring constants of the follower mechanism and the
drive to the cam have been shown to be factors in both
limiting vibration amplitude in general, and in particular,
avoiding the follower
"jump"
phenomena. Friction in the
lens slide mechanism has been found, however, to have
little effect on the output motion through a large variation
in the coefficient of friction of the slide to lens mechanism.
Cam surface errors have been modeled and resulted in
a prominent increase in vibration amplitude of the driven
mass when the error source coincides with the follower
natural frequency. The effects of manufacturing error
amplitude are of less consequence than the frequency of errors
The curves from reference J_24J by M. P. Koster (see
Figure 12 P9* 40 ) are a useful guideline in cam design;
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however, they do not cover the frequency and stiffness
ranges that result from the speeds, and stiffness of
drive components ordinarily used in the design of
xerographic machines. Extension of Roster's curves for
values of F > 2.0 and/pC.07, in other words, slower
more flexible machines, would be a valuable contribution
and deserving of future efforts.
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APPENDIX A
Subroutine MONSTER For a 7th Order Equation
106
The output of MONSTER is the coefficients of the
polynomial equations, a listing of the equations themselves,
and a tabular listing of displacement, velocity, acceleration,
and jerk as a function of time.
1.000 DOUBLE PRECISION A(4,8) .C(4 ) .W(4 ) .T.V.E. SWING.X(4 )
1.001 DIMENSION IMAGE (1400)
2.000 N0=108
3.000 NI=105 _
4.0CC 10 DO 20 1 = 1 .4N CaTs Q.rY^/S 4^*0 ~*
5.000 DO 20 J = 1 ,8 I ^ *
'^'
I
*C\>\ .-/,*/)
6.000 20 A(I.J)=0.0 \ Ct<4\ :=. O
7.000 DO 30 1=1 ,4 N
" J '
to. 000 30 C(I)=0.0
9.000 PRINT 1
10.000 1 FORMAT (//,' INPUT THE TIME,VELOCITY. DISPLACEMENT )
11.000 READ(NI.2)T.V.H
12.000 2 FCRMAT(3F20.15)
13.000 . DO 100 1=1,4 ' ^ 6<2T)p*H%
14.000 A(1 ,I) = (I+1.)*T-*I
15-000 A(2.I)=T**(I+1 )
16.000 A(3.D=T**(I+2)/(I+2)
17.000 100 A(4.D=T**(I+3)/((I+3)*(I+2))
18.000 W(1)=0.0 -s r . . Lx\
19.000 W(2)=0.0 I &**** ~ctx> ,<,> ,, ..V.iA
20.000 W(3)=0.0 \ J.x ^sl * J
21.000 W(4)=-V*T-HJ uiC4'-) N
22.000 DO 150 I=1,4~2 &vo*c<Xvl fir Uif l&)
23.000 150 A(I.4+I)=1.0 J
24.000 DO 300 J = 1 ,4 \ ^
l^-
. . .^25.000 DO 250 1=1 ,4
26.000 IF(I -EQ. <J) GO TO 250
27.000 SV/ING=A(I.J)/A(J,J) p . ,t~\ L*Sr\ r cc-Tor<i.o
28.000 D0 200K=1,8
^P>JoW tW<1 ^^ -J ^
29.000 200 A(I.K)=A(IfK)-SWING*A(J,K) / /,Wrw*TV*0
30.000 2.50 CONTINUE < D*'<w*nJs o*x>
31.000 D0 270K-1.8 < y *g tt<u*
32.000 IF(J .EQ. K) GO TO 270 \ fxo*fA 4tJfc
33.000 A(J,K)A(J,K)/A(J,J)
34.000 270 CONTINUE
35.000 300 A(J.J)=1.0
36.000 DO 400 I=1..4
~ '
~\ rrwippU'ei elen^fZ {:
I.J)*W(J-4) 3 ft"
40 '. 666 42 FORMAT (////)
37.666 DC 400 J=5.8 ?
38.000 400 C(I)=C(D+A( .
1
Je. B
39.000 PRINT 42
/ '> r . * /jA
41.000 PRINT 45 T.'m UjC )--c^eo^35 c)
TEE COEFFICIENTS TO THE POLYNOMIAL EQUATION ARE:
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43-000 PRINT 33
44.000 33 F0RKAT(/) , 0
45-COO WRITE(N0.3)(I+1 ,C(I).I=1 ,4) ^-w> .*'** c*e*,'c^rv
46.000 3 F0RMAT( C( .I1 .')=.E25. 16)
47.000 PRINT 46
48.000 46 FORMAT (//)
49-000 PRINT 47
50.000 47 FORMAT('THE POLYNOMIAL EQUATIONS ARE:')
51 .000 PRINT 34
52.000 34 FORKAT(/)
53.000 PRINT 48
54.000 48 FORMAT ( 'X3=5*C5*T**4+4*C4*T**3+3*C3*T**2+2*C2*T
55-000 KJERKM
56.000 PRINT 49
57.000 49 FORMAT ( 'X2=C5*T**5+C4*T**4+C3*T**3+C?*T**2
58.000 1 <ACCELERATION' )
59.000 PRINT 31
60.000 31 FORMAT( 'X1=C5*T**6/6+C4*T**5/5+C3*T**4/4+C2*T**3/3+V
61.000 KVELOCITY')
62.000 PRINT 32
63.000 32 FORMAT( X0=C5*T**7/42+C4*T**6/30+C3*T**5/20+C2*T**4/1 2+V*
I+H A A
64.000 KDISPLACEMENT* ) L uJ^rfe a.L>*Tt^r\S J
65.000 PRINT 50 u
66.000 50 F01HMAT(////)
67.000 PRINT 51
68.000 51 FORMATC TIME '.'DISP
69.000
'
1 .'VEL ' . 'ACCEL
70.000 2.' JERK')
71 .000 PRINT 52
72.000 52 FORMATC (SEC.) ','( INCHES)
73.000 1. '(IN/SEC.)
'.' (G.S)
74.000 2. '(IN/SEC. 3)' )
75.000 PRINT 53 _ , / l^ (\ vs yJ. ^ccJ.
76.000 53 FORMAT(/) .
TvJW8 ^'^J^
77.000 DO 500 F=O.O.T. .005 n
<=r^
78 . 000 X ( 2 ) = ( C ( 4 ) *F**5+C ( 3 ) *F**4+C ( 2 ) *F**3+C ( 1 ) *F**2 ) /386 . 4
79.000 X(3)=5*C(4)*F**4+4*C(3)*F**3+3*C(2)*F**2+2*C(1 )*F
80.000 X(l)=C(4)*F**6/6+C(3)*F**5/5+C(2)*F**4/4+C(D*F**3/3+V
81.000 X(0)-=C(4)*F**7/42+C(3)*F**6/30+C(2)*F**5/20+CO )*F**4/12+
V*F+H
82.000 WRITE(N0.54)(F,X(0).X(1),X(2).X(3))
83.000 54 F0RMAT(4F14.6,1F14.0)
84.000 500 CONTINUE
85.000 PRINT 4
86.000 4 FORMAT (///. 'DO YOU WANT TO CONTINUE N0=0 YES=1
' )
67.000 READ(NI.5) L
88.000 5 FORMAT (11 )
89.000 IF(L .EQ. 0) GO TO 999
90.000 GO TO 10
91 .000 999 CALL EXIT
92.000 END
EOF HIT AFTER 92.
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The following is a sample of output from MONSTER.
INPUT THE TIME,VELOCITY. DISPLACEMENT
?. POO. ?.0.6.0
THE COEFFICIENTS TO THE POLYNOMIAL EQUATION ARE:
R(2)= -.1 837500000000021 E 07
Ct'3)= .3675000000000040E 08
C(4)= -.2296875000000026E 09
C(5)=
.4593750000000055E 09
THE POLYNOMIAL EQUATIONS ARE:
X3=5*C5*T**4+4*C4*T**3+3*C3*T**2+2*C2*T <JERK
X2=C5*T**5+C4*T**4+C3*T**3+C2*T**2 <ACCELERATIC
X1 =C5*T**6/6+C4*T**5/5+C3*T**4/4+C2*T**3/3+V <VELOCITY
X0=C5*T**7/42+C4*T**6/30+C3*T**5/20+C2*T**4/l2+V*T+H <DISPLACEMEN
Table 7 : Polynomial
TIME DISP
(SEC.) (INCHES)
.000000 6.000000
.005000 6.024910
.010000 6.048645
.01 5000 6.068558
.020000 6.080904
.025000 6.081327
.030000 6.065278
.035000 6.028355
.040000 5-966592
.045000 5.876674
.050000 5.756104
.055000 5.603318
.060000 5.417749
.065000 5 . 1 99852
.070000 4.951083
.075000 4.673857
.080000 4.371461
.085000 4.047950
.090000 3.708021
.095000 3.356863
.100000 3.000007
.105000 2.643150
. 1 1 0000 2.291993
. 1 1 5000 1 .952063
. 1 20000 1 .628551
.125000 1 .326154
.130000 1 .048927
.135000 .800157
.140000 -582257
.145000 396687
.150000 .243900
. 1 55000 .123330
. 1 60000 .033410
.165000 -.028354
. 1 70000 -.065277
.175000 -.081327
. 1 80000 -.080904
.185000 -.068559
. 1 90000 -.048646
. 1 95000 -.024911
.200000 -.000001
. i Output
VEL ACCEL
109
JERK
(IN/SEC.) (G.S) (IN/SEC. 3)
5.000000 .000000 0.
4.929037 -.107365 -15732.
4.474858 -.386260 -2662T- -
3.363919 -.778171 -33303.
1 .427902 -1 .232608 -36382.
-1 .411358 -1 .706662 -36427.
-5.156087 -2.164554 -33971 .
-9.745919 -2.577196 -29513.
-15.070391 -2.921739 -23520.
-20.980562 -3.181129 -16421 .
-27.299791 -3.343665 -8613.
-33.833632 -3.402547 -458.
-40 . 378884 -3-355435 7717.
-46.731710 -3.204003 15620.
-52.695204 -2.953486 22992.
-58.085484 -2.612244 29608.
-62.737535 -2.191311 35280.
-66.509885 -1 .703951 39852.
-69.288479 -1 .165210 43204.-
-70.989695 -.591472 4.5250.
-71 =562500 -.000011 4.5937.
-70.989738 591449 45250.
-69-288564 1 .165189 43204.
-66-510011 1 .703932 39852.
-62.737697 2-191294 ^5280.
-58.085676 2.612229 ?96CS.
-52.695421 ?. 953474 22992.
-46.731946 3.203995 15620.
-40.379073 3-355432 7718.
-33.833829 3.402547 -458.
-27.299990 3.343668 -8613.
-20.980756 3. 181 136 -16421 .
-15.070572 2.921748 -23520.
-9.746083 2.577209 -29515.
-5.156228 2.164569 -33971 .
-1 .411472 1 .706678 -36427.
1 .427818 1.232625 -36383.
3.363865 .778186 -33303 .
4.474831 386273 -26621 .
4.929030 .107373 -15733-
5.000000 .000000 -1 .
DO YOU WANT TO CONTINUE N0=0 YES=1
?0
?EXIT*
1 TO 0
APPENDIX B
Cycloidal Routine
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50
55
90
95
96
100
105
110
120
130
140
150
160
180
185
190
195
200
210
220
290
300
EQUATIONS OF MOTION FOR A CYCLODIAL RETURN PROFILE'
"TIME","DISP",',VEL"
"(SEC.) n," (INCHES)
,
"ACCEL" JERK"
","(IN./SEC.) ","(G'S)
l\^iSelr^ ^
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT"
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
A(.l)=3.14159265
C(1)=-1.0995574E03
C(2)=2.0*A(l)/.200
C(3)=2.72837045E-02
C(4)=6.00
FOR T=0.0 TO .200 STEP .005
X3=C(l)*C(2)*COS(C(2)*T)
X2=C(1)*SIN(C(2)*T)
X2=X2'/386.4
X0-((-C(l)/tC(2)-)*2.0))'*SIN(C(2)*T)+C(l)*C(3)*T+C(4)
X1=(-C(1)/C(2)}-*C0S(C(2)*T)+C(1)*C(3)
PRINT T,X0,Xl,X2,X3
NEXT T
END
(IN. /SEC. 3)
1.12
TIME DISP VEL ACCEL JERK
(SEC.) (INCHES) (IN. /SEC.) (G'S) (IN. /SEC. 3)
0 6 5.00000 0 -34543.6
5.00000E-03 6.02428 4.56909 -.445157 -34118.3
l.OOOOOE-02 6.04427 3.28698 -.879353 -32852.9
1.50000E-02 6.05578 1.18523 -1.29190 -30778.6
2.00000E-02 6.05484 -1.68441 -1.67263 -27946.4
2.50000E-02 6.03778 -5.25126 -2.01218 -24426.0
3.0OOOOE--02 6.00131 -9.42752 -2.30218 -20304.2
3.50000E--02 5.94266 -14.1103 -2.53549 -15682.5
4.00000E--02 5.85956 -19.1844 -2.70637 -10674.6
4.50000E--02 5.75037 -24.5248 -2.81061 -5403.81
5.00000E--02 5.61408 -30.0000 -2.84565 -6.20022E-05
5.50000E--0 2 5.45037 -35.4752 -2.81061 5403.81
6.00000E--02 5.25956 -40.8156 -2.70637 10674.6
6.50000E--02 5.04266 -45.8897 -2.53549 15682.5
7.00000E--02 4.80131 -50.5725 -2.30218 20304.2
7.50000E--02 4.53778 -54.7487 -2.01218 24426.0
8.00000E--02 4.25484 -58.3156 -1.67263 27946.4
8.50000E--02 3.95578 -61.1852 -1.29190 30778.6
9.00000E--02 3.64427 -63.2870 -.879353 32852.9
9.50000E--02 3.32428 -64.5691 -.445157 34118.3
.100000 3.00000 -65.0000 -1.02153E-08 34543.6
.105000 2.67572 -64.5691 .445157 34118.3
.110000 2.35573 -63.2870 .879353 32852.9
.115000 . 2.04422 -61.1852 1.29190 30778.6
.120000 1.74516 -58.3156 1.67263 27946.4
.125000 1.46222 -54.7487 2.01218 24426.0
.130000 1.19869 -50.5725 2.30218 20304.2
.135000 .957343 -45.8897 2.53549 15682.5
.140000 .740443 -40.8156 2.70637 10674.6
.145000 .549632 -35.4752 2.81061 5403.81
.150000 .385916 -30.0000 2.84565 1.86007E-04
.155000 .249632 -24.5248 2.81061 -5403.81
.160000 .140443 -19.1844
2.70637 -10674.6
.165000
5.73435E--02 -14.1103 2.53549 -15682.5
.170000
-1.31322E--03 -9.42752 2.30218 -20304.2
.175000
-3.77766E--02 -5.25126 2.01218 -24426.0
.180000
-5.48423E--02 -1.68441 1.67263 -27946.4
.185000
-5.57837E--02 1.18523 1.29190 -30778.6
.190000
-4.42709E--02 3.28698 .879353 -32852.9
.195000
-2.42811E--02 4.56909 .445157 -34118.3
.200000
1.55524E--07 5.00000 2.04306E-08 -34543.6
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APPENDIX C
MIMIC Program For A 7th Order Polynomial
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MIMIC VERSION 111275.135040
***MIM1C SUURCE-LANGUAGE PROGRAM***
CAM DESIGN MODEL
CON(TR,V,H)
COM(HC,MPR,MO)
C0N(PL,5V1,SV2,SV3)
CON(G.CF)
COMINNN.KPCKCD.KDG) { * ,T>ilS
CO\MDMC,DPC,DCD) ^ C" 3
C0N(A5,A4,A3,A2)
CON(DT) ^ f, /.
PAR (KMC) - i/oO-'*Wc P*fOJ<*\r
EQUATION OF MOTION FOR GROUND '
(/*l*,'ry * ioxm 5.0
D,'Spilc.'>'!ir-*XM 5.0T
EQUATIONS OF MOTION FOR THE CAM
OLCce.koi.r.M-*2DXC ( FO 1 -FD2-FD3 ) /MCV
ud-rry-* fSic ?N?(2DtcTTvTT """j
td(Tein,on"
A-^^r
O.^p/ac^^r-XC INT(lDXCSPl) ^^
'
XC1 XC-5.0*T
EQUATION OF MOTION FOR PHOTORECEPTOR
aW.f^-^DXP FD2/MPR
SP2 0.0
1DXP INT(2DXP,SV2)
XP INTt 1DXP.SP2)
XP1 XP-5.0T
EQUATION OF MOTION FDR BLACK BOX
1 . mc H*< 1 cA C1 (A5/6.0)*A*A*A*A*A*A
c**" ^ C2 ( A^/5.0)*A*AAA*A
C3 (A3M.O)*A*A*A*A
C< (A2/3.0)A*AA
dcIoC'P/^-* VCS (C1*C2*C3*C<+V)*<1DXC/V)
0 V^ SC XC-TR*V
fa rCaJJ* SC2 XC4 VCT F5W(5C2,1DXC,VCS,VCS)
VCF FS*<SC,VCT,1DXC,1DXC)
C5 ( A5M2.)*A*A*A*A*A*A*A
C6 (AW30.0)*A*A*A*AA*A
C7 (A3/20.)*A*A*AAA
C8 (A2/12.)*A*A*AA
^r
occ SC
OK.fk^V* "CS C5K6K7-K8+XC+ H
c^im
. XXXC XC*H
$*t* DCT FSWISC2,XXXC, DCS, DCS)
DCF FS*HSC,DCT,SC,SC)
L
o^
DCF1 0CF-5.0T
vn
EQUATION OF MOYION FOR LENS
F4 FS(DCF-XD,0.0i0.0,FD4)
2DXO (F4+F06-FD5I/MD
SP3 H
10X0 INT(2DX0,SV3)
XD INT(1DXD,SP3)
XD1 XD-5.0*T
EQUATION OF MOTION FOR AERIAL IMAGE
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07/31/81 11:50:14 JOE 0377RRRRB ABYSYEN 500
XA
FORCES SPRING ANO
forte >rF01
,i
C<M" *"
^srFD5
F06
XP-1.0-XD
DAMPING
<MC*(XM-XC)*0MC*I1DXM-1DXC)
<PC*(XC-XP)*DPC*(1DXC-1DXP)
KCD*(DCF-XD)*DCD*(VCF-1DXD)
VCF/1DXC*-
ueherfy ^F4*FR -i -- / **>* Ca>vl
xo*kdg+pc n/,ce "/^J"!, /
(M0*G)*CF<c
FSW(lDXD,FDD,0.t-FDD)
fIN<T,.4)
PLO(T.XM)
PL0(T,0CF1)
PL0IT,XC1)
PLOITiXPl)
PL0(T,XD1)
PL3(T,XA)
STP(T,.20,.30)
"END
To Cm*
c**m surl
***S0RT DIAGNOSTICS FOLLOW***
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Program Constants
TR
2.00000-01
V
5.00000+00
H
6.00000+00
MC
2.60000-03
MPR
1.30000-02
HO
3.00000-03
PL
1.50003+01
SV1
5.00000+00
SV2
5.00000+00
SV3
5.00000+30
G
3.86400+02
CF
1.00000+00
NNN
1.0U0Q0+04
KPC
4.60000+02
KCD
2.00000+03
KDG
1.00000+00
DMC
5.30000-01
OPC
2.40000-01
OCO
5.10000-01
A5
4.59375+08
A4
-2.29687+08
A3
3.67500+07
A2
-1.83750+06
DT
1.00000-03
??ASSEMBLY COMPLETED***
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Sample of
"MIMIC" Output: Motor Displacement Versus Time
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(Displacement Of Photoreceptor - 5.0*t) Versus Time
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(Displacement Of The Lens - 5.0*t) Versus Time
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Aerial Image Versus Time
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APPENDIX D
MIMIC Program For A Cycloidal Profile
124
The following is a sample of the MIMIC program written
to include a Cycloidal profile previously derived in this
work (13). The output of the Cycloidal and Polynomial
runs will be compared in the "discussion of the program
results". (Section IV).
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***MIHIC SOURCE-LANGUAGE PROGRAM***
CAM DESIGN MODEL
CONITR,V,H)
CON(MC,MPR,MD)
CON(PL,SVl,SV2,SV3)
COMG.CF)
CON(NNN,KPC,KCD,KDG)
Cr)M(DMC,DPC,DCD)
C0M(C1,C2,C3,C4)
CON(DT)
PA<.(KMC)
EQUATION OF MOTIUN FjR GROUND
1DX1 5.3
XM 5.0*T
EQUATIONS OF MOTION FOR THE CAM
23XC - (FD1-FD2-F031/MC
SP1 3.3
1DXC INT(2DXC,SV1)
XC INT(lOXCSPl)
XC1 XC-5.0*T
EQUATION OF MOTION F3R PHOTORECEPTOR
2DXP F02/MP*
SP2 0.3
1DXP 1NT120XP, SV2)
XP 1NT(1DXP,SP2)
EQUATION SSotIDN^m'SlIck BOX / Cycl^i4 (Ufrm ****&
A XC/V A
'
VCS ( (-C1/C2)*C0S(C2*A)+C1*C3)*1DXC/V
SC XC-TR*V
SC2 XC
VCT FSSC2,10XC,VCS,VCS) Csidak^.
b/SpltUa^W*"
VCF FSUSC,VCT,1DXC,1DXC) / ' 1
DCC SC &
DCS (-C1/(C2*C2))SIN(C2*A)+C1C3*A+C4
XXXC XC+H
OCT FSw(SC2, XXXC, DCS, DCS)
DCF FSW(SC,DCT,SC,SC)
DCF1 3CF-5.0*T
EQUATION nF MOYION FOR LENS
fU FSrt(DCF-XO,0.0,0.0,F04)
20XD (F!,+FD6-F05)/MD
SP3 H
1DX0 INT(2DXD,5V3)
XD INT( 1DXD.SP3)
XD1 XD-5.0*T
EQUATION OF MOTION FOR AERIAL IMAGE
XA XP-l.O-XD
FORCES SPRINb AND DAMPING
FD1 <MC*(XM-XC)+0MC*(1DXM-1DXC)
FD2 <PC*(XC-XP)+OPt(lDXC-lDXP)
FD4 <CD(DCF-XD)+0CD*(VCF-1DXD)
FR VCF/1DXC
F03 F^'FR
FD5 XD*KDG+PL
FDD (Ml>*&)*CF
F06 FSri(10XD,FDD,0.,-FD0)
F IM( T, .4 )
PLJ(T,F4)
PLO(T,OCF1)
P10(T,XC1 )
PLCMT.XPl)
PL[)(T,X01)
PLJ(T.XA)
STPT,.20,.30I
END
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APPENDIX E
Sample of MIMIC Output Plotted From t = 0, With
"Error'
Displacements .
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Displacement of the Motor Versus Time
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Displacement Of The Cam Follower - 5.0*t Versus Time
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Displacement Of The Cam - 5.0*t Versus Time
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Displacement Of The Photoreceptor - 5.0*t Versus Time
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Displacement Of The Lens - 5.0*t Versus Time
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Aerial Image Motion Verus Time
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APPENDIX F
MIMIC Program With Cam Surface Errors Simulated
134
**MIMIC SuURCE-LANGUAGE PRJGRAM***
CAM DESIGN MODEL
CO.N(TRrv,H)
CnN(MC,MPR,MD)
CU<.,PL,SV1,SV2,SV3>
CHVIG.CF)
CCIN(NNN,KPC,KCD,KD&)
COM(DMC,DPC,DCD)
C3NU5,A4,A3,A2)
COMDT)
PAR(KMC)
EQUATION OF "OTION FOR GROUND
1DXM 5.3
XM 5.3*T
EQUATIONS OF MOTlflN F'JR THE CAM
20XC .FCU-FD2-FD3I/MC
SP1 3.3
1DXC INT(2DXC,5V1)
XC INTUOXC.SPl)
XC1 XC-5.0*T
EQUATION CF MOTION F3* PHOTORECEPTOR
2DXP FC2/MPR
SP2 0.0
1DXP INT120XP.SV2J
XP INTI10XP.SP2)
XP1 XP-5.0T
EQUATION CF MOTION FOR BLACK BOX -fCf
A XC/V , e
^
CI ( A5/6.0)A*AA*AA*A fr
C2 (V5.0)*A*A*A*A*A - ^h0 cl.CJ^
C3 (A3/4.U)*A*A*A*A C^
C4 (A2/3.0)*A*A*A / C{AT)
VCS (C1+C2+C3+C4+V)(10XC/V) ' fc &*
U
SC XC-TR*V+.001*Slf'll61.5676XC)
SC2 XC
VCT FSn(SC2,lDXC,VCS,VCS) rf> ^
VCF FSo(SC',VCT,lD^C,10XC) a e,< ^
C5 ( A5/42.)*A*A*A*AA*A*A ri*^ 1/
Cb ( A'./30.0)*A*A*A*A*A*A . ^ a^
C7 A3/23..)*A*AAA*A C^ \) \
'
a w *>
C8 (A2/12.)*A*A*AA ./
Ua'^"
CCC sc ^ Aa^'t)
PCS C5+C6+C7+Cj+XC+H+.001*5IN(161 .5676*XC)
XXXC XC+H
OCT FS^(SC2, XXXC, DCS, DCS)
DCP FSrf(SC0Ct,SC,SC)
PCF1 0CF-5.0T
EQUATION OF "lOYIUN FUR LENS
F4 FSrt(DCF-XD,0.0,0.0,FD4)
2DX0 {Fi+FD6-FD5)/MD
SP3 H
1DXD INT(2DXC,SV3)
XU INT(1DX0,SP3)
X01 X0-5.0*T
EQUATION OF ^OTIJN FOR AERIAL IMAGE
XA XP-l.O-XO
FORCES SPRING AND DAMPING
F01 <MC*(XM-XCJ+DMC*(1DXM-1DXC)
FD2 KPC*(XC-XP)+DPC*-(10XC-1DXP)
FD4 <CD*(DCF-X0)+DCD*(VCF-1DXD)
FR VCF/10XC
F03 F**FR
FD5 XD*KDG+PL
FL'D (MU*G)*CF
FD6 FSi.'l 1DXD,FDD,0.,-F0D)
F I >J ( T , . 4 )
PLG(T,F4)
PL3(T,0CF1)
PL0IT.XC1)
PLO(T.XPl)
PL0IT,X01 )
PLiHT.XA)
STP(T, .20,-30)
END
